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August 1, 2012
Dear Friends and Supporters of Phoenix Charter Academy,
Sixteen PCA students walked across the stage on June 14 to receive their diplomas; a feat many of them never
expected to do. Bella was one of them. Bella grew up hard, involved with social services from an early age and
consistently finding herself surrounded by gang violence and police activity. Thanks to a loving adoptive
mother, Bella eventually found Phoenix, and she excelled here. She will be attending Bay Path College in the
fall. As some of her final words to students, staff, and faculty at PCA, Bella shares, “Don’t give up. It doesn’t
matter how many times you fail. Fail again. And again. And again. Until you get the right answer or until you
do what you want to do.”
Bella’s words are poignant, acknowledging that many PCA students do in fact fail and that they even should fail
at something, so they can learn how to overcome their own obstacles. These words embody the PCA mission
and the story of the Phoenix: here, students can rise from their own ashes to become true scholars.
On behalf of the Board of Trustees and the staff and students of Phoenix Charter Academy, we are thrilled to
submit this Annual Report. We are particularly excited to submit this report as Phoenix has seen extraordinary
growth in student achievement and organizational capacity in the 2011-2012 school year.
Both our math and ELA MCAS scores have grown each year for the past four years, reaching their highest level
to date. In 2010-2011, 71% of students reached Proficiency on the math MCAS exam, as did 70% on the ELA
exam. Our math MCAS scores, rising over the past four years, are now higher than every sending school
district. We expect 2012 scores to be even better. PCA students – students who were formerly disconnected
from school, are teen parents, are new immigrants to the country, or are involved with the court and social
services – are now achieving at levels equal to their peers in local sending schools.
This rapid student growth proves to us that, yes, the PCA model works. Other districts have noticed our
exceptional work with students as well. In fall 2012, PCA will open an in-district school in Lawrence, MA
serving 125 students initially, and growing to a 200 student capacity. This unprecedented opportunity means
that Phoenix will serve a larger number of students in the 2012-2013 school year, putting more students on the
path to college success. But PCA’s organizational growth does not end there. In February 2012, the PCA
Board of Trustees voted to pursue replication in Springfield, MA. By fall 2013, the Phoenix Charter Academy
Network will spread from eastern to western Massachusetts and serve nearly 500 students.
With big aspirations for the Phoenix Network, PCA is more focused than ever on the success of its students.
Phoenix continues to develop innovative strategies to support our specific population of students: a silent
sustained reading program began in 2011-2012 to bring our students closer to reading on grade-level, a new
study skills class gives our students with IEPs the skills needed to stay organized and prepared for their rigorous
academic classes, and upper level Physics, Calculus, and Literature give our highest-achieving students the
chance to take college-level courses. PCA will continue to meet the needs of our students in Chelsea, and
ultimately, all throughout Massachusetts, through our rigorous, individualized curriculum and relentless
support.
Warmly,

Nick Hofer, Chair, Board of Trustees
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Beth Anderson, Executive Director

I.

Mission Statement

Phoenix Charter Academy’s mission is to close the achievement gap that exists between academically
underperforming adolescents from Chelsea, Lynn, Revere, and Everett district schools and their academically
successful peers. Partnering rigorous academic work with relentless support for 14-22 year old students, PCA
provides students with the tools necessary to achieve high school graduation and college success.

II.

Introductory Description of the School

Phoenix Charter Academy (PCA), a public charter high school (grades 9-12) located in Chelsea, Massachusetts,
endeavors to redefine alternative education in Massachusetts. Opened in September of 2006, the founders of PCA
designed the school to serve older, out-of-school students, including teen parents, English language learners, and courtinvolved youth, many of whom had struggled to succeed in traditional academic settings. In serving this population, the
founders of PCA sought to create more than an equivalency or vocational program (the usual options for these populations
of students): they wanted to start an academically rigorous, college-preparatory high school. Combining high academic
expectations with relentless social and emotional support, PCA’s unique program was charged to become a “model for
alternative education” by former Department of Education Commissioner David Driscoll at the inception of the school’s
charter in February, 2005.
Six years after opening its doors, PCA is well on its way to fulfilling this charge. In February of 2011, we
received an unconditional renewal of our charter, which will allow us to continue our work with high-risk youth for the
next five years. In February 2012, the PCA Board of Trustees voted to pursue replication in Springfield, MA. And finally,
in May 2012, it was announced that the Phoenix network will open an in-district high school to serve disconnected youth
in Lawrence, the first collaboration of its kind (Commonwealth charter operating a district non-charter high school) in
Massachusetts.
Guided by our founding mission, we actively recruit and retain students who are out-of-school, chronically truant,
parenting, recent immigrants, and/or are involved with the Department of Children and Families and the Department of
Youth Services at our flagship school and all future schools. We provide them with multiple opportunities to excel: three
levels of academic coursework, dual-enrollment with community colleges, a credit-based system, an intensive ESL
program, science immersion opportunities at NuVu, and more. As outlined in the Performance and Plans section below,
our students have shown remarkable progress on the English language arts and mathematics MCAS exams, and our
graduates are continuing to enter, persist, and succeed in college. Next year, we look forward to helping more youth
across the state commit to their education and prepare for college.

Faithfulness to Charter

III. Performance and Plans

Accountability Plan Objectives
i. The school is faithful to the mission, vision and educational philosophy defined in the charter application and any
subsequent approved amendment(s). The school’s entry and graduating cohorts will reflect the target populations
intended in the mission of the charter.


At least 60% of students entering PCA will fall into at least one of those subgroups as collected on student entry
surveys: teen parents, court-involved youth, English Language Learners, former dropouts/ highly truant youth,
students receiving special education services.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. In the beginning of the school year, 15% of PCA students were teen parents, 38% of
students dropped out prior to enrolling at PCA, 60% of students were significantly truant prior to attending PCA, 59%
were DCF or DYS-involved, 27% were English Language Learners, and 15% of students received special education
services. In addition, 87% of students qualified for free or reduced lunch. Incoming statistics of students in previous years
show similar student demographics; each year PCA has maintained the integrity of its target population.
ii. The school establishes an academic program that includes the pedagogical approach, curriculum, assessment, and
other unique elements defined in the charter application and any subsequent approved amendment(s).


100% of graduating PCA students will apply to and be accepted a post-secondary education program.
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2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. From our first graduating class in 2008 to our third in 2010, 100% of students applied
to and were accepted by post-secondary education programs. In 2011, 96% applied to and were accepted by postsecondary education programs. The sole student who did not apply in 2011 is cognitively impaired; his IEP dictates career
and workplace training. In 2012, 100% of students applied to and were accepted to a post-secondary education institution.


65% of students who are able to attend will enroll in a post-secondary education program by September of their
graduating year.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. Of all 61 graduates from 2008-2011, 49 were able to enroll in a post-secondary
institution. Of these 49 students, 35 of them, or 71%, did enroll in September of the year they graduated. When broken
down by each academic school year, all individual graduating classes met this goal with a rate of 71% or higher except for
the first graduating class. In this year, only 59% of students who were able to enroll in college did so by September of the
year they graduated. For the class of 2012, it is expected that 100% of students who are able to will enroll in a postsecondary institution by September 2012.


60% of PCA students who enroll in a post-secondary education program will remain enrolled by the end of their
first post-PCA year. The College Services Coordinator will monitor and track all alumni through monthly
check-ins and report on progress via Powerschool.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. Of all the 35 PCA graduates who did enroll in a post-secondary institution in
September of their graduating year, 27 graduates, or 77%, were still enrolled by the end of their freshman year.
Individually, each graduating class exceeded this goal as well: 100% of students from the classes of 2008 and 2009 stayed
enrolled through their first college year, 77% of students in the class of 2010, and 80% of students in the class of 2011.
Common School Performance Criteria
i. Implementation of mission, vision, and educational philosophy: Describe and provide evidence of how the school is
faithful to the mission, vision, and educational philosophy defined in the charter application and any subsequent
approved amendment(s).
The founders of Phoenix Charter Academy endeavored to bring the best practices and high standards of successful
Massachusetts Commonwealth charters to the students that need these standards the most. These students include those
who have not had success in other schools, including those with behavioral issues, a history of truancy, involvement with
the court and/or social services, children, and little understanding of the English language. A snapshot of our student
body shows that we are serving this population of students:
1. 15% of students are teen parents
2. 38% of students dropped out prior to enrolling at PCA
3. 60% of students were significantly truant prior to attending PCA
4. 59% are DCF or DYS-involved
5. 27% are English Language Learners
6. 15% of students receive special education services
7. 87% of students qualify for free or reduced lunch
But serving our “mission” population of students is not enough. Phoenix Charter Academy endeavors – and as visible in
our data, succeeds – in setting this group of disconnected students on the path to college success. Consider the successes
that our student population has seen in the 2011-2012 school year;
 Results from the 2011 MCAS show our highest Proficiency rates yet. In math, 71% of students earned a score
of Proficient or Advanced, as did 70% in ELA. Every student passed the exam.
 One hundred percent of the Class of 2012 was accepted to college. Twenty-five percent plan to attend a fouryear college, the highest class percentage to date. One student received a full academic scholarship to
Northeastern University.
ii. Implementation of the governance/leadership structure: Describe and provide evidence of how the board of trustees
implemented the governance and leadership structure as defined in the charter application of subsequent approved
amendment(s), if applicable.
The PCA Board of Trustees is responsible for oversight of the Executive Director and governance of the school; they meet
monthly or more with her and other school leaders to ensure sound financial and organizational management. The
Executive Director meets at least monthly with the Chair of the Board of Trustees to prepare for Board meetings and
update him on all aspects of the school as listed in and measured by the PCA Accountability Plan. The Board also has
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several subcommittees, including development, strategic planning, finance, executive director evaluation and governance,
that meet multiple times each year to oversee and guide various aspects of the school. The ED evaluation committee
meets twice yearly (generally August and January) to provide feedback to the school leader and ensure that she is
continuously growing as a professional. 2011-2012 is the first year that the committee implemented a newly created ED
evaluation checklist. This is the same governance and leadership structure defined in our original charter.
In the past few years, PCA has built a school-level leadership team comprised of managers of various parts of the
organization including school culture and external relations, assessment, financial management and instruction. As
described above, the PCA Leadership Team consists of six senior leaders and meets weekly to review operational and
strategic items. Additionally, PCA schools are led by smaller teams such as the Instructional Leadership Team, Student
Support Team and Attendance Transformation Team. The Fellows Program is supported by a Program Manager and three
senior fellows. Leaders are supported through individual supervision and internal and external professional development
opportunities.
iii. Contractual relationships
None at this time.

Academic Program Success
Accountability Plan Objectives
i. Students at the school demonstrate proficiency,1 or progress toward meeting proficiency targets on state standards, as
measured by the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) exams in all subject areas and at all
grade levels tested for accountability purposes.2


20% of students will increase their ELA MCAS scores by at least one proficiency level over their 8th grade
proficiency levels.
2011-2012 Results: Making progress toward goal. In the 2011 cohort of ELA MCAS testers (which included 23
students), 8.7% of students increased their score at least one proficiency level from 8th grade to 10th grade. Those students
who have 8th grade MCAS scores available did well on the test in the 8th grade: 56% received a score of proficient and 8%
scored advanced. Those students continued to do well on their 10th grade MCAS at PCA.
Sixteen students who took the 10th grade MCAS at PCA did not have 8th grade MCAS scores. This is because they were
out of school during the 8th grade or are recent immigrants to the country. Given the challenges that these 16 students
experienced prior to attending PCA, we realize the great growth they have made to earn scores of proficient and advanced.
Over the summer of 2011, PCA completely revamped its ELA MCAS tutoring curriculum. Because of the relatively low
student MCAS growth from 8th grade to 10th grade, as noted above, PCA leaders saw a need for an improved curriculum.
Over the summer, PCA hired an outside consultant to target student skill-set weaknesses and create a curriculum that
would address these needs. In the 2011-2012 school year, tutors implemented this new curriculum. We are confident that
2012 MCAS scores will positively reflect this change.


20% of students will increase their Math MCAS scores by at least one proficiency level over their 8th grade
proficiency levels.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. In the 2011 cohort of Math MCAS testers (which included 25 students), 68% of
students increased their score at least one proficiency level from 8th grade to 10th grade.


20% of students will increase their Science MCAS scores by at least one proficiency level over their 8th grade
proficiency levels.

1

“Proficiency” includes attaining either proficient or advanced classification.

2

“Accountability purposes” is any test at any grade level that “counts” toward AYP determination.
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2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. In the 2011 cohort of Science MCAS testers (which included 24 students), 66.7% of
students increased their score at least one proficiency level from 8th grade to 10th grade.


An equal or higher percentage of students will reach proficiency on MCAS tests in ELA and mathematics than
their peers in alternative or late entry high schools in Massachusetts.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. As noted above, in 2011, 71% of PCA students earned Proficient or Advanced scores
on the math MCAS, as did 70% on the ELA MCAS. Compared to low-income students in all Massachusetts schools,
PCA’s scores are 13% higher in math and 1% higher in ELA. Given the additional risk factors that our students face,
these higher MCAS scores of PCA students show the significance of their accomplishments. Additionally, PCA students
scored higher than a comparison charter alternative high school in Boston. In 2011, PCA math proficiency rates were
27% higher and ELA proficiency rates are 2% higher than this comparison school. When compared to alternative high
schools in Springfield, another Gateway city, PCA’s MCAS scores are consistently higher.
In addition to meeting or exceeding the proficiency rates of other alternative high schools, PCA students exceed the scores
of students from sending school districts. PCA MCAS math scores are higher than every sending school district.
Compared to its largest sending district, PCA’s MCAS scores are 20% higher in math and 11% higher in ELA. Students
in the highest-risk cohorts at PCA out-perform their peers in non-alternative traditional high schools.
ii. If externally-developed assessments other than the MCAS are administered, student performance is strong and
demonstrates improvement over time on those assessments.


Students in tutoring cohort (students receiving one core block of tutoring from our Phoenix Fellows) will
improve math levels by an average of 1.5 grade levels as measured by NWEA MAP testing from fall to spring.
2011-2012 Results: Making progress toward goal. 42.8% of students increased their NWEA math levels by at least 1.5
grade levels as measured by the NWEA MAP assessment. Given the rigorous goal set for our students (all students
growing 1.5 years) we recognize and celebrate the successes of the nearly half of our student population who did meet this
growth goal.
NWEA MAP testing is relatively new to the school. The Principal and Instructional Leadership Team at the school are
still determining several factors regarding the exam: how to best administer the assessment, how to best use the
assessment to inform teaching, how to build a culture of achievement around the test, and how to use the test to define
student growth. We have determined that the way in which we give the MAP assessment (students take both the ELA and
math tests during their math classes on the same day) is not effective for our students. Because of the short time frame in
which students have to take the test, they feel rushed and do not necessarily perform at their fullest. Next year, MAP
assessments will be given on separate days in the class of the appropriate subject matter.
Additionally, given the test has only been administered for 2 years at PCA, our students do not completely understand its
importance. Around MCAS time, teachers and Fellows make students goodie bags, posters are put on the walls, and
community meeting and advisory discusses the importance of the test; a strong culture of achievement is built around the
MCAS, inspiring students to try their best. We are still in the process of creating this culture around the NWEA MAP and
expect that there will be more student urgency around the assessment in the 2012-2013 school year.


Students in tutoring cohort (students receiving one core block of tutoring from our Phoenix Fellows) will
improve reading levels by an average of 1.5 grade levels as measured by NWEA MAP testing from fall to
spring.
2011-2012 Results: Making progress toward goal. 33.3% of students increased their NWEA reading levels by at least
1.5 grade levels as measured by the NWEA MAP assessment. Please see the section above about math NWEA MAP
levels for an explanation about these assessment scores.
iii. Teachers are provided with feedback and guidance that leads to improved instructional practice and student
achievement. The school implements a professional development plan that effectively addresses the needs of teachers.
Teachers are provided with structures for collaboration. The school establishes a professional climate resulting in a
purposeful learning environment and reasonable rates of retention for school administrators, teachers and staff.
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 Teachers will be formally observed at minimum three times a year.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. Teachers at PCA are formally observed each quarter (4 times a year) by their direct
supervisor. A member of the school’s leadership team also formally observes them twice a year. Informally, the direct
supervisor of a teacher observe him/her each week.


80% of teachers will increase at least 1 point on the PCA Teacher Competency Rubric (as determined by
observations from our Principal and Assistant Principal) in the following areas: planning and curriculum, lesson
delivery, and classroom management and culture from first to final observation over the course of a year.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. One hundred percent of teachers improved at least one Rubric point from their first to
final observation in the 2011-2012 school year. In addition, over 80% of teachers received a bonus at the end of the 20112012 school year, as determined by growth on the PCA Teacher Competency Rubric.
Common School Performance Criteria
i. Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS): Provide accurate data for the most recent year available.
Do not include estimates of school performance based on preliminary MCAS results.
 Provide evidence that students at the school have demonstrated proficiency, or demonstrated progress towards
meeting proficiency targets on state standards as measured by the MCAS exams in all subject areas and at all
grade levels tested for accountability purposes.
PCA students are continuing to make significant progress on their English language arts (ELA) and mathematics MCAS.
Refer to the chart below for a snapshot of student growth over the past four years.

MCAS Proficiency Levels 2008-2011
Math

39% 50%

ELA

61% 65%

71% 70%

15% 14%
2008

2009

2010

2011



Provide evidence of the school’s median student growth percentile (SGP) in the aggregate and for all
statistically significant subgroups in all subject areas tested for accountability purposes.
There were not enough students with median student growth percentiles (SGP) in the aggregate and for all statistically
significant subgroups in 2011 testing. Many students who took the 10th grade MCAS had been disconnected from school,
did not have historical MCAS data, or more specifically, did not have 2009 8th grade MCAS data.


Provide evidence of the school’s progress towards making Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in the aggregate
and for all statistically significant subgroups. Provide information on whether the school is identified for
accountability purposes (designated as Needs Improvement, Corrective Action, or Restructuring status).
PCA did not meet AYP in the 2011-2012 school year. However, we consistently met one of four AYP accountability
requirements: Participation.
In both Math and ELA we did not meet the Performance requirement. We have not met this requirement in previous
years; however, we have consistently shown growth. In Math, our CPI grew 15 points to 89.6 in 2011, and in ELA the
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CPI grew by 10 points to 88.2. For the Improvement requirement, we met our goal in math; in ELA, we did not meet the
requirement.
Finally, for the Grad Rate goal, we frequently find that, given our student population, the traditional calculation of
graduation rate is not appropriate for our students. The DESE graduation rate calculation rate assumes a standard, fouryear progression through high school. At Phoenix Charter Academy, our student population often does not proceed along
this traditional trajectory. As previously described, we endeavor to serve students who are at a high risk of dropping out or
have dropped out of high school, are academically behind their peers, are highly truant, and/or are navigating life as a
parent or as a young person in a new country. For all of these reasons, students frequently arrive at PCA with large gaps in
their educational history, having accumulated little to no academic credit despite spending years “enrolled” at other high
schools. Because of this, unless a student has taken and passed the MCAS exams (roughly 85% of students entering PCA
have not, regardless of their age), he/she is automatically entered into our databases as a 9th grader. This class placement
allows the student to spend enough time in our school to gain the skills necessary to pass the MCAS, graduate, and
succeed in college.
However, by coding all entering students as ninth graders, our DESE-calculated graduation rates become skewed. In
essence, all students who enter PCA in a given year – including those who remain enrolled for less than one quarter – are
included in our denominator of first-time entering 9th-graders. Contrastingly, at another school, an entering seventeenyear-old would not be included in their comparable denominator, because the student would enter as a junior. As our
DESE-denominator grows, our overall graduation rate shrinks.
Although the DESE graduation rate provides an important snapshot of all students who enter PCA at any point, we needed
to develop an additional metric that would help us evaluate our success in graduating students who have been enrolled at
Phoenix for a meaningful length of time. With that goal, we have developed an internal graduation rate that reflects the
percentage of rising seniors who graduate the following year. Our formula is as follows:

See the chart below for a comparison of PCA graduation rates and DESE graduation rates over the past 4 years:

PCA External
Graduation Rate
(MA DESE)
PCA Internal
Graduation Rate

2009
17.5%

2010
11.7%

2011
12.7%

2012
TBD

72.2%

58.8%

65.6%

76%

As evidenced in the PCA-calculated graduation rate, we have shown great growth in the past three years, increasing our
graduation rate by nearly 20%.
ii. Other achievement, improvement, or assessment measures: Provide clear and concise information, in the aggregate,
about 2011-12 student performance on internal or external assessments (other than MCAS) that has not already been
provided in reporting on the school’s accountability plan performance.
In addition to the MCAS, PCA uses the NWEA MAP assessment to measure student progress. The MAP assessment is a
summative assessment that is given at the beginning and end of the school year to identify progress over time. The test
identifies student skills and weaknesses, and allows teachers to “drill down” student data so they can provide appropriate
differentiated instruction. While MAP testing shows growth as compared to a student’s benchmarked data, the MCAS
shows how PCA students compare to their Massachusetts peers. Because so many students come to PCA several grade
levels behind, PCA tracks growth on the MCAS in many ways, including tracking raw and scaled MCAS scores over time
for students retaking the exam.
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Our students, overall, showed tremendous improvements on the NWEA Map assessment. Sixty two percent of students
grew at least 1.5 years on the Math NWEA assessment, averaging nearly 2 years of growth. In reading, 49% of students
grew at least 1.5 years on the assessment.
iii. Curriculum: Describe the school’s curriculum, as documented and implemented during the 2011-12 school year,
including a description of all curricular elements. Provide evidence that the curriculum addressed skills and concepts
outlined in Massachusetts state standards and was aligned vertically and horizontally. Identify and briefly describe
any major curriculum changes made by the school during the 2011-12 school year. Describe school progress in
aligning curriculum to the Common Core standards.
The curriculum of PCA is rigorous and provides a base of coursework in order to prepare all students for college success,
as outlined in our mission. Courses in every discipline at PCA are aligned with the Massachusetts Curriculum
Frameworks. Teachers use frameworks to create scopes and sequences for each course which outline the content and
skills taught in a particular course. Because PCA has a heterogeneous classroom model, teachers work relentlessly to
differentiate curricula as necessary to meet the diverse needs of each student.
In each area of study, courses are aligned vertically, ensuring all students attain maximum mastery of all high school
frameworks before graduation. This year, the Humanities Department continued its successful model of categories of
courses (I, II, and III). The department offered a new course, Generation Citizen, that teaches students about overarching
community issues, engaging them to become community leaders and empowering them to implement changes on the
school level. In the Math Department, classes follow a traditional timeline: students begin with Algebra I, followed by
Geometry, Algebra II, Pre-Calculus, and Calculus. A new Accuplacer course was offered in the 2011-2012 school year
for juniors and seniors to prepare to take the Accuplacer test. The course showed great success, with seniors saving over
$5,000 by passing out of remedial courses and into college-level math classes. In science, students progress Physical and
Life Science and Biology before moving on to Chemistry and Physics.
All courses are separated into Quarters, as mandated by our calendar, in addition to a five-week introduction to the school
year called Session 1.
As noted previously, all courses are aligned with Massachusetts State Frameworks. In addition, all scholars in our MCAS
cohort receive intense tutoring by the Phoenix AmeriCorps Urban Fellows. This tutoring curriculum is aligned to math,
ELA, and biology Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks. 2011 MCAS ELA results show that 70% of our students
scored proficient or advanced on the exam. Seventy one percent of students scored proficient or advanced on the math
MCAS, according to the 2011 results. The Fellows extended their tutoring services in the 2011-2012 school year to
provide targeted tutoring for English Language Learners, with coursework ranging from rigorous mathematics and
English to organizational and study skills.
Like last year, students take five 68 minute courses and one short course. Unlike last year, where students chose their
short block class, all students participate in 35 minutes of PROPS (Phoenix Readers on Point). School leaders and
teachers noticed a weakness in student reading skills on 2012 diagnostic exams and created PROPS, a period of silent
sustained reading, to address this student need.
iv. Instruction: Describe the schoolwide instructional practice implemented during the 2011-12 school year, how it
aligned with the school design, and curriculum. Describe how instruction was delivered and how expectations were
conveyed to teachers and students.
PCA teachers provide the highest quality instruction to all students. Across curricula, teachers at PCA provide the same
lesson structure including a common Blackboard Configuration (BBC) and agenda.
Our PCA BBC includes the following:
 Do Now
 Content/Skills/Languages Objectives
 Activity(ies) and Mini-lesson focus
 Ticket-to-leave
 Homework
Teachers learn of common practices and expectations during a two-week Teacher Institute each year in August.
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To align with the mission and serve our target population, PCA heterogeneously mixes classes as determined by
proximity to graduation. This requires teachers to differentiate for all learners and keeps the classroom a diverse
environment. Classes that had students with either the most diverse or numerous needs were given extra push-in supports
by Fellows, the ESL Coordinator, or Reading Specialist.
Teachers were expected to use data from both internal and external assessments to adjust instruction to student need. We
diagnosed students at the beginning of the year and adjusted curricula as needed based on these exams (NWEA MAP
testing in math and reading, and internal writing assessments) and on each quarter’s demonstrated progress or lack
thereof.
v.

Classroom and school environment: Describe the policies and structures that were in place during the 2011-12
school year that ensured an orderly classroom and school environment and supported the goal of student
understanding and mastery of skills. Describe how these policies were consistent with the school’s mission. This
section of the report may include a discussion of any schoolwide behavior management systems or structures, and
may also include a summary describing the general reasons for disciplinary actions (in-school suspensions, out-ofschool suspensions, and expulsions).
Relentless support is the second pillar of our mission and is an essential force that propels our students’ success. During
the 2011-2012 school year, PCA continued its outreach programs to provide individualized support to all of its students in
the following ways:
 360˚ Support: While Phoenix believes that high standards and an innovative academic program are the
foundation to student success, we know that many of our students need additional support to make
comprehensive life changes. PCA’s 360˚ support network is created by the following areas that work together to
foster an all-encompassing support system.
a. Student Support Center: Many students enroll at PCA with a history of behavioral and academic
challenges. The Student Support Center (SSC) is a resource for these students. Students are encouraged
to use the staff of the SSC when they experience struggles in classes. In addition, if a student is
misbehaving in class, a teacher may send the student to the SSC for a brief time where he or she will
process behavior. We continue to utilize a “Circling Back Protocol” for student and teacher conflict that
is taught to new staff at Teacher Institute, and re-addressed throughout the year in Professional
Development. In the 2011-2012 school year, the Student Support team, the members who staff the SSC,
grew from three (Dean of Students, Social Worker, and Recruitment and Enrollment Specialist) to 5 fulltime staff (Dean of Students, Lead Social Worker, Academy Social Worker, Recruitment and Enrollment
Specialist, and Student Support Specialist) and 2 part-time Social Work interns. The added support in
the SSC allowed students to re-enter their classes quicker.
b. Social Workers and Dean of Student and Family Support: The addition of another Social Worker for the
2011-2012 school year, allows us to offer the most effective 360˚ support. Both Social Workers’ roles
this year included directing IEP counseling, case management services, and crisis management and
intervention. Through building relationships with outside health organizations and developing maternity
plans for students on leave, the Social Workers have deepened PCA’s commitment to providing on- and
off-campus support. The addition of two social work interns provided additional case management,
retention efforts, and outreach this past year. The Dean of Student and Family Support has continued to
involve oversight of student support services, but has evolved to include more extensive work on
supporting staff around the integration of academics, student support, and classroom management. This
has included professional development sessions as well as in-classroom support and supervisory
meetings.
c. Attendance Transformation Team: The Attendance Transformation Team began during the 2010-2011
school year and continued into the 2011-2012 school year. The team, comprised of five full-time Fellows
and led by the Retention and Intervention Specialist, targeted 20 students struggling with attendance who
were at risk of dropping out of school each quarter. The team conducted home visits in the mornings and
after school to check in with students, worked with parents and adult supporters, and troubleshot issues
that prevented students from attending school, including motivational issues, academic difficulties,
scheduling court and other appointments, establishing a morning routine, and navigating transportation
issues. The team also educated students around the impact of absenteeism, created student investment in
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school, provided incentives for attendance and achievement, and created a strong team cohort among the
students to support each other during a 15 minute advisory each day.
d. Student Events, Athletics, and Extracurriculars: The 2011-2012 school year built on the previous year’s
successes in both athletics and extracurricular activities. This year, PCA continued to offer varsity boys
and girls basketball, as well as varsity track and cross country. In addition to the continued success of
the athletics program, PCA also offered a number of other clubs and extra-curricular programs. The
Student Events Committee planned the third annual PCA Prom, open to all students and held in late
May. Several student clubs were created in the 2011-2012 school year due to student interest. Glee
Club, Latina Women’s Group, Philosophy Club, and Chess Club are just a few of the clubs that students
actively created and participated in.


Demerit/Merit System: PCA uses a school-wide demerit/merit system to monitor and track student behavior.
a. To help students remember what we most value at PCA, we have created the SCHOLAR acronym and
often reward students specifically in these areas: S Service, C Community, H Hope, O Opportunity, L
Leadership, A Achievement, R Respect. Students receive “Phoenix Feathers” from teachers and staff
members for embodying any of these seven aspects of a SCHOLAR. These feathers reward positive
behavior and are “deposited” and “banked” for the student to use to buy PCA mission gear, school
supplies, and other rewards. Our feather system allows teachers to publicly and quickly reinforce and
reward positive behavior. With the help of the Phoenix Fellows, we were able to track and display
publicly the receipt of feathers so that the accomplishments of all students are recognized. This system of
rewards continues to be a driving force that motivates our students to display the attributes of a scholar.
b. At our end-of-week Friday community meeting, both students and staff are given an opportunity to give
mardi gras beads to other members of the community. When giving “beads”, students or staff publicly
recognize another community member who has embodied one of the 7 aspects of a SCHOLAR
(scholarship, community, hope, opportunity, leadership, achievement, or respect). The “Phoenix Award”
is given once yearly to one student at the end of the year. Teachers and staff members vote on students
who they believe embody all seven aspects of a SCHOLAR, have risen out of the “ashes,” and have
excelled academically during the year.
c. Beginning in the 2011-2012 school year, High Rollers were born. To become a High Roller students
cannot receive detention for an entire quarter. By becoming a High Roller, students are given certain
privileges: 100 feathers are deposited into their “bank” each quarter, and they are taken off the demerit
system so they do not have to serve detention.
d. Students also receive demerits at PCA for behaving in ways that disrupt the learning environment. These
behaviors can range from minor infractions to more major ones, and earning demerits results in
detention. Additionally, students whose behavior shows they are not ready to be in class are sent home in
order to protect PCA’s learning environment.
e. While PCA does use a system of suspensions and expulsions for severe, violent, or repeated negative
behaviors, we attempt to seek alternatives to these punishments as much as possible. Sometimes,
however, these are appropriate measures for a student’s behavior. All expulsions follow Massachusetts
state regulations, and all out-of-school behavioral suspensions are decided by the Dean of Students and
Family Support in conversation with the Executive Director and Principal.

vi. Diverse learners: Describe and provide evidence of how, in 2011-12, the school provided services for all students,
including English language learners and those with disabilities and/or special educational needs, as required by
law.
PCA’s mission is based on the belief that every student who walks through the doors of PCA has the potential to learn and
succeed at high levels. Therefore we work tirelessly to ensure that our curriculum and instruction reaches each and every
student.
In each of our heterogeneous classes are students who have various challenges. In all PCA classes, one would meet
students who:
 Lack the literacy and/or numeracy skills required for high school level work.
 Are not fluent in English.
 Have intellectual impairments and/or specific learning disabilities.
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Get very little sleep at night because they are teen parents and/or they work to support their families.
Were never taught the organizational or study skills required to do independent or collaborative high school
level work.
Do not have a home environment or family that appreciates and supports their work as a scholar.
Do not have a consistent home.

To reach every student – rather than let their struggles beyond the classroom become an excuse for their failure – PCA
teachers differentiate curriculum and instruction. Quality differentiation is challenging and time-consuming. PCA
provides teachers with ongoing professional development and support in their work to fulfill PCA’s mission and
effectively teach all students.
Students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs)
During the 2011-12 school year, the Academic Support Department served 15% of the entire population of the school.
Students received special education services both through inclusion in general education classes and through pull-out
support in the areas of literacy, study skills and organization, mathematics, and vocation and study skills. In the 2011-12
school year, the menu of behavior management strategies provided for students with IEPs or 504 plans was greatly
increased, improving our ability to serve this subgroup of students.
Teachers and Fellows at PCA received constant supervision and professional development regarding special education
strategies and regulations. In addition to professional development opportunities, teachers worked closely with the
Academic Support Team to create modified curriculum as appropriate. All teachers were expected to read the IEPs of all
students in their classes, and to be very familiar with students’ accommodations, modifications, and IEP goals in order to
properly implement them in the classroom.
Teachers were also expected to fill out all appropriate paperwork and provide input into writing the students' IEPs, as well
as attend Team meetings. All Special Education paperwork was compiled by the academic support department to ensure
completion and compliance.
English Language Learners (ELLs)
English Language Learners (ELLs) are a traditionally underserved group in urban public schools. In the 2011-12 school
year, PCA staff members worked diligently to recruit and retain English Language Learners, who benefit from our
comprehensive ESL program, our sheltered content instruction, and our environment of high expectations coupled with
high levels of support. English Language Learners are fully included in all of our classes, and teachers utilize sheltered
instruction to teach English acquisition through the content areas. All teachers received ongoing professional development
and support in sheltered instruction from our ESL Coordinator and the Principal. This year, PCA served its largest group
of English Language Learners to date: 27% of the student body are ELLs.
Each ELL’s MEPA level was included as part of their comprehensive profile that all classroom teachers received so that
they better knew their ELLs and their particular language acquisition challenges. ESL students received one to two classes
of sheltered instruction based on their MEPA levels. During ESL class, students engaged in a literacy-based curriculum
where they read and analyzed novels, gave oral presentations, and participated in academic and informal conversation
practice. Within the ESL program, students engaged in Word Study, a language acquisition program that builds phonemic
awareness and develops pronunciation skills.
In the 2011-12 school year, Phoenix Readers on Point (PROPS) began to increase the reading ability of students schoolwide. A special section of PROPS was created for our ELLs. In this course, teachers and students read aloud and
discussed the literature to ensure proper understanding. As noted above, special ELL tutoring in math and ELA was also
implemented this school year. When students demonstrated the level of English proficiency to no longer need ESL
instruction, the ESL coordinator continued to monitor their progress in content classes and offer homework and study
help, as needed.
vii. Professional climate:
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Describe the process(es) by which school leaders provided teachers with formal and informal feedback and
guidance, including the process for formal evaluation of teachers, the standards that were used for evaluation
purposes, and how the school made use of evaluation results.
Teachers were informally observed no less than once per week by their direct supervisors. The Principal formally
observed each teacher twice (included were pre- and post-observation meetings and formal write-ups) while direct
supervisors formally supervised teachers four times during the year (once per quarter).
Furthermore, each teacher and staff member engaged in weekly supervisory meetings with his or her direct supervisor to
ensure proper support and coaching. During supervision, departmental chairs provided feedback on informal classroom
observations.
PCA’s formal observations were designed using a tool originally created two years ago and then reconstructed by
Instructional Leadership Team during the 2010-11 school year. All staff were given copies of this rubric. The basis of this
rubric included best practices in teaching from other “no excuses,” high accountability charter schools.


Describe the major professional development activities undertaken by the school during the 2011-12 school
year, why those activities were chosen, any outcomes from the professional development activities, and how the
effectiveness of those activities was evaluated.
Each Friday, all teaching staff were involved in three hours of Professional Development. The activities on Fridays were
drawn from one of three areas: organizational goals for the school year, student need, or responsive needs generated by
teachers. The effectiveness of these development sessions was measured by weekly surveys distributed to participants as
well as student growth data as it related to development sessions.
Professional Development schedules were designed by the Instructional Leadership Team members that met at least once
weekly. The primary organizational goal for this year was to use data more effectively to reach learners individually. As
direct supervisors witnessed and marked student progress, more development sessions were planned to ensure maximum
student progress (for example, each quarter included Professional Development time for teachers to collaborate on final
exam alignment).
As student support need was identified by the Dean of Students and Social Worker, Professional Development sessions
were planned to ensure that appropriate academic and social support continued throughout the year for all students.
Additionally, this team led sessions on quarterly Student Support data. This year, diversity discussions, regarding
diversity of students and staff, and how diversity relates to student achievement and support, were more prevalent.
An addition to the already large number of items on the PCA Professional Development menu, teachers, staff, and
leadership came together several times this year to discuss the school’s mission. At these “mission dinners,” PCA staff
discussed questions like, “are we staying true to our mission,” “what kids should be we serving,” “are there kids PCA
does not serve well” and “how can PCA integrate inquiry-based learning?”
 Describe how teachers were provided with structures for collaboration.
PCA has created a strong culture of collaboration among teachers and staff. Informally, teachers collaborate constantlyfrom sharing ideas in the teachers room to talking about student behavioral strategies during after-school activities.
Formally, all teachers collaborated weekly in departmental meetings one weekday afternoon for one hour. Beyond this,
teachers collaborated to ensure final exam alignment each quarter during Professional Development time. Moreover, staff
engaged in the Peer Coaching model of professional development. Throughout each quarter, staff were asked to
participate in Data-Driven protocol discussions as well as peer critiques of lesson plans.
This year, PCA implemented a new co-teaching strategy in several classrooms. In Algebra 1, Writer’s Workshop, and
ESL Advanced, two teachers worked together in the classroom everyday. Additionally, PCA has ensured that nearly
every class is taught by two different teachers who co-plan to ensure maximum exposure to all frameworks and create
better instruction.


Describe how the school established an appropriate professional climate that resulted in a purposeful learning
environment and reasonable rates of retention for school administrators, teachers, and staff.
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All staff at PCA is encouraged to reflect and grow. Unique to PCA is a supervisory structure that engages all staff in oneon-one meetings with his/her supervisor each week. At this meeting, staff “check-in” on progress towards growth and
individual development, review informal observations, and discuss immediate goals and action plans for the week.
Further, all staff engage in weekly feedback about supports provided by the organization. These activities engage all
members of PCA, including leadership, and allow leaders to provide a model of a “growth mindset.”
PCA also provides funding for professional consultants to ensure leadership coaching and personal, individualized teacher
coaching each year. This enables teachers to take part in a community of learners in an individualized way.
viii. Assessment and instructional decision-making: Describe the school’s use of formative and/or benchmark
assessments during the 2011-12 school year. Describe how qualitative and quantitative data was used by teachers
and school leaders to inform, guide, and improve instructional planning and practice.
As described above, in addition to the MCAS, PCA uses the NWEA MAP assessment to measure student progress.
PCA’s Deputy Executive Director continues to oversee both internal and external assessments. This year, the Deputy
Executive Director was supported by the Instructional Leadership Team (ILT). Together with the Deputy Director, the
ILT helps teachers design courses that are vertically aligned to cover state standards, creates a culture of urgency around
assessment, and helps teachers create formative assessments that gauge student progress. Assessment practices are
prioritized at weekly professional development meetings.
Within the math and science courses, a Mastery Tracker, aligned to state frameworks, was used to mark student progress
after each assessment. Students in these courses were engaged with a school-wide goal of 80% mastery of each subject.
Each quarter, in departmental collaboration time, staff would address areas of “non-mastery” and make decisions about
how to re-teach or remediate in given areas as they created their scopes and sequences for the next quarter.
Within the Humanities Department, students’ writing progress was measured formally each quarter by humanities
teachers. The humanities team used uniform rubrics and measured student writing growth each quarter against the
students’ starting points measured during the initial writing assessment. These quarterly measures were documented and
studied by the humanities team in order to create a better course of study the following quarter. Moreover, these writing
assessments served as “early warning signs” for students who were making little to no writing progress. Teachers were
able to formally intervene using new tactics during the latter half of the year.
All of our teaching staff, utilize quarterly assessments to inform their instruction and measure student progress.
Our Student Support Team also used quarterly data to address specific student behavioral and school-wide cultural needs.
This data included, but was not limited to, attendance data, visits to the student support center, and outreach levels per
student and staff member. This data was used to make school-wide decisions regarding rules and regulations as well as
used to provide grounds for training to all staff. Further, this data was used to measure non-academic student achievement
and success (i.e. social-emotional growth).
ix. Program evaluation: Describe and provide evidence of the systems and structures that were in place during the
2011-12 school year to review the academic program for quality and effectiveness. Describe any modifications
made to programs to ensure improvement.
As mentioned previously, PCA measures its success by the progress of its students. This year, the following measures
were fully in place to measure student growth:
 NWEA testing to measure reading and math progress
 Data Cycles
 Quarterly Assessments
 Decoding/reading skill growth
 Writing assessment at the beginning and end of the year for each individual student
 Graduation rate, college persistence rate
 Teacher assessment of individuals in classes, pass-fail rate and framework mastery tracking in math
and science
 Grade Point Average growth
 Attendance rate of subgroups
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End-of-year teacher survey

Organizational Viability
Accountability Plan Objectives
i. The school develops an annual budget that can be sustained by enrollment and is in support of student academic
achievement.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. Phoenix Charter Academy annually develops an operating budget in which all core
instruction and support is sustained by its school enrollment. The Board privately fundraises to support additional
programs such as the Phoenix AmeriCorps Fellowship.
ii. The school demonstrates a history of positive net assets, adequate cash flow to sustain operations and support the
academic program, and consistently operates within budget.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. The school has managed cash flow and other processes so that the school operates
within the annual budget set by the Board of Trustees. Additionally, the school carries a $250,000 line of credit with
Boston Private Bank and Trust but has not had to draw on the line in the history of the school.
iii. The school’s annual independent audit is free of material or repeated findings.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. Annual audits have been positive experiences for the school. The 2011 audit had no
findings and did not include a management letter.
iv. The board of trustees and school leadership implement effective structures and systems to enable responsible fiscal
oversight of the school. The board of trustees demonstrates long-term fiscal oversight through appropriate
planning processes.


The financial subcommittee of the board will meet at least 4 times annually with the school leader and business
manager to review the budget.
2011-2012 Results: Has met goal. The Executive Director and members of the financial team at Phoenix met six times
this year with the Board Treasurer. The Board Treasurer and the Executive Director have shared financial strategic
thinking with the Board and outside consultants to build the Phoenix Network five-year strategic growth budget that will
support at least four additional Phoenix schools over the next 3-5 years.
v. The school has collaborated with its sending district(s) on the sharing of innovative practices and has provided
models for replication and best practices.
 PCA will collaborate with at least one school district each year to disseminate our tutoring model.
2010-2011 Results: Has met goal. PCA currently collaborates with two school districts, providing tutoring services and
culture building support to an alternative high school program and a drop-out prevention program. The PCA Executive
Director and the Chelsea Superintendent work closely to share services with each other and with charter schools in the
area so that all middle and high school students are served. Phoenix has shared its MCAS preparatory curriculum with the
Chelsea Public Schools to assist them in meeting their MCAS goals.
In addition, two other school districts locally and districts from Rhode Island, New Orleans, New York, and Colorado
have approached PCA to learn how the school builds a high-achieving environment with high(er) risk adolescents. School
visits to PCA from outside groups have doubled in the past year as more people want to learn about the school’s model of
high accountability and support.
Common School Performance Criteria
i.
Policy decisions: Describe any major policy decisions made by the school’s board of trustees during the 2011-12
school year. Describe the systems and structures for board of trustees’ decision-making and communication that
have been established by the school.
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The Board of Trustees made a large, strategic decision in the 2011-2012 school year to replicate to Springfield with a
school open-date of September 2013.
ii.

Amendments to the charter: Describe any major or minor amendments to the charter proposed by the board of
trustees and approved by the Commissioner or Board of Elementary and Secondary Education during the 2011-12
school year.
The PCA Board of Trustees did not request any amendments to the charter in 2011-2012.
Complaints: Describe any official complaints (written) received by the board of trustees pursuant to the state’s
charter school regulations, 603 CMR 1.10. This summary should describe each complaint in general terms, without
mentioning specific names or information that may be deemed confidential, and should describe how each
complaint has been resolved.
The PCA Board of Trustees did not receive any written complaints during the 2011-2012 school year.

iii.

iv.

Oversight: Describe how the board of trustees assessed the performance of the school and school leader(s) during
the 2011-12 school year. Include information about which constituent groups in the school were involved in the
evaluation process.
See “Implementation of the Governance/Leadership Structure,” page 6.
v.

Board planning: Describe any relevant planning efforts undertaken by the board of trustees, the results of those
efforts, and the current status of any initiatives launched as a result of this planning. Describe any relevant goals
established by the board of trustees during the 2011-12 school year outside of the school’s accountability plan.
Describe the tools for measuring progress toward meeting those goals, and how progress is reported to the board
of trustees.
The Board planned three major efforts during the 2011-2012 school year. First, the Board, supported by the Development
Subcommittee, planned and executed the third annual “Ignite the Future” gala, which raised over $165,000. Second, the
board, supported by the Development and Marketing Committees, is in the process of building a new website and
branding strategy for Phoenix Charter Academy and its growing network of schools. Finally, the Board, together with
PCA development staff, are drafting and submitting a prospectus and official charter application for a new Phoenix
school, slated to open in Springfield in fall 2013.
Family engagement: Describe how the school measured whether families were satisfied with the school’s program.
Include the results of any student, staff, and/or family surveys conducted during the 2011-12 school year. Include
the number of students/families who participated in such surveys. Describe how the school involved families as
partners in the education of their children during the 2011-12 school year.
Besides informal and anecdotal conversations, Phoenix Charter Academy measures whether families are satisfied with the
school’s program through the End of the Year Parent/Adult Supporter Survey, the Parent Advisory Council, and the
number of meetings between parents/adult supporters and PCA staff. The continuous communication with families about
students’ progress, which PCA prides itself on, remained high this year. In fact, the number of phone calls we made to
adult supporters, parents, and students this year went up by nearly 1,700 calls – going from 13,197 calls, emails, and text
messages in 2010-2011 school year to 14,957 in the 2011-2012 school year. Fellows and teachers also made 205 home
visits to various parents/adult supporters to discuss their student’s progress in school.
The 2011-2012 End of Year Parent/Adult Supporter Survey showed that students’ families strongly support PCA. 82.5%
of parents and adult supporters reported being either satisfied or highly satisfied with PCA overall, while only 40% of
parents and adult supporters said they were satisfied with their child’s former school. Academically, parents and adult
supporters are satisfied with PCA: nearly 90% said they were satisfied or highly satisfied with the teaching and academics
at PCA. In addition, parents/adult supporters felt that PCA made a strong effort to engage parents in the school and in
their student's academics (86%), and said they were comfortable raising concerns about their child or PCA to PCA
teachers and leaders (89%).
In addition to phone calls and meetings, PCA increased engagement opportunities for parents and adult supporters. The
Principal continued to oversee a Parent Advisory Council (PAC) that consisted of about 15 parents and adult supporters.
The PAC met five times throughout the year to discuss topics including student handbook policies, concerns of students
with IEPs/504s, reading and academic interventions, college readiness, and PCA’s community reputation. This year, the
academic support program founded the Academic Support Parent Advisory Council. The group had three meetings with

vi.
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10 active parents. They discussed topics ranging from the supports offered at PCA for special education students to plans
for their students after PCA. PCA also held three Parent Teacher Conferences during the school year where parents and
adult supporters could meet and talk to his/her student’s teachers about his/her progress in a class. Lastly, parents and
adult supporters were invited to join PCA at our third annual “Ignite the Future” benefit, our third annual talent show, and
our second annual AmeriCorps Day of Service.
vii.

Safety: Describe how the school established and maintained a physically safe environment, and one free of
harassment and discrimination for students and staff during the 2011-12 school year. Describe how the school
addressed the social, emotional, and health needs of its students during the prior school year.
Phoenix Charter Academy is devoted to a safe and healthy environment free of discrimination or harassment for students
and staff. To foster this environment, PCA created a comprehensive Bullying Prevention and Intervention Policy in the
event that instances of bullying or harassment occurred. The Bullying Prevention and Intervention Policy is attached to
this report.
In addition to implementing new protocols to prevent bullying, the Student Support team worked to support the physical,
emotional, and mental health needs of PCA students through a variety of interventions during the 2011-2012 school year.
The Student Support Team added an additional Social Worker in 2011-2012, increasing the support we provide to our
students. To meet the individual needs of students, our social workers:
iii.
Evaluated and referred twenty-eight students needing crisis intervention or long-term individual counseling
for ongoing care through our partnership with North Suffolk Mental Health;
iv.
Provided referral to intensive mental health services for seven students requiring a higher level of care and
worked closely with service providers to co-create a plan for students to return to school once they had
received proper treatment;
v.
Provided referral to domestic violence services and safer living environments for three students;
vi.
Supported eleven students experiencing pregnancy in navigating prenatal care and maternity leave planning
and coordination;
vii.
Held a school-wide "Topic Talk" focused on bullying at PCA attended by over twenty students and staff;
viii.
Planned events for and participated in "Denim Day", an anti-rape, anti-violence, anti-victim blaming
campaign.
i.

Employee qualifications: Describe how the school ensured that all employees met all applicable state (pass the
MTEL within first year of employment) and federal standards (Highly Qualified) during the 2011-12 school year.

In the 2011-2012 school year, PCA offered Category 1, 2, and 3 trainings to all teachers needing ESL certification. In the
2012-2013 school year, we expect that all staff (new and returning) will pass the ESL MTEL and be highly qualified to
teach ESL students. All teachers have taken and passed MTELs in their subject area.
ii.

Financial oversight: Describe how the school developed a budget for FY 2012. Include information on the budget
planning process and the process for making decisions and setting priorities.
The school’s annual budget is created by the Business and Operations Manager with assistance and oversight from the
Executive Director, input from the Principal and the Instructional Leadership Team, and approval of the Board of
Trustees. The Board of Trustees meets with the Executive Director a minimum of four times per year to review
organizational priorities based on student achievement. Priorities are also determined by identifying areas of student
academic achievement which require more support through consultation with the Principal and the Instructional
Leadership Team. Budgets are created conservatively with an assumed enrollment rate of 90% to 95% which is based on
annual recruitment projections. Many of our students struggle to commit to the academic rigor that PCA requires and find
that it takes them several different enrollment periods at the school before they are ready to come to school consistently.
This transient population causes our enrollment to fluctuate, so when the budget is created it is done so conservatively to
account for these types of variations. Additional revenue is obtained by our development department through grants and
donations.
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IV.

Recruitment and Retention Plan

Name of School: Phoenix Charter Academy
I.

Date: July 18, 2011

Recruitment Plan- 2011-2012 Implementation Report

*Please note that categories are left blank in the “Proposed Strategy Changes” column if there are no changes for SY12-13.
Recruitment Plan – Report on Implementation

Evidence of Implementation
Group

Demographic
Group:
A. Special
education
students

Strategy

1. PCA accepts all students, regardless of
IEP status. When a student is identified
as having an IEP or 504 plan upon
enrollment, the Academic Support Office
ensures that we have all necessary
documentation from sending school
districts, and convenes a team meeting to
ensure that a student’s academic schedule
meets their needs.

Provide evidence that each strategy was
implemented as described in the 2011-12 plan.

1. PCA saw an increase in enrollment of
students with IEPs/504s. The Academic
Support Office working collaboratively with
members of the Student Support Team to
collect and review IEP/504 paperwork from
sending school districts. Once a matriculating
student with a special education plan became
enrolled, both departments worked with the
Principal to assign the student an appropriate
schedule. Goodness-of-fit in classes was
assessed quarterly though reports and at IEP
meetings. Additionally, the Academic Support
Office and Student Support Team meet
weekly to cross-communicate information
about students' behavioral progress.

2.
2. PCA regularly receives referrals from
other alternative schools or residential
programs (including Communities for
People and Seacoast Academy)
specializing in students with emotional or
behavioral disabilities.
3. PCA maintains active relationships
with a number of community and health
organizations that serve students with
emotional or behavioral disabilities, and
frequently asks these partners for
referrals.

4. PCA has set as a goal to raise the
percentage of students served with an IEP
or 504 plan from 12.5% to 15% to better
reflect the percentage of special education
students being served by the surrounding
communities.

3. PCA has a well-established and mutually
beneficial relationship with mental health
agencies and residential programs that host
students with emotional or behavioral
disabilities that require short-term care. The
Student Support Team communicates with
these programs frequently, and includes
recruitment conversations at the time of
quarterly enrollment.
4. PCA saw an increase in the percentage of
students served with an IEP or 504, with a
total of 16.6%. Of those students, 84%
remained enrolled until the end of the school
year, including two graduates.
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Proposed strategy
changes (if
applicable) for
SY12-13

Demographic
Group:
B. Limited
Englishproficient
students

1. Our mission includes serving
older students who are
disconnected from school, which
often includes students who are
new to the country and have
limited English proficiency. As a
charter school that actively recruits
older youth who have little or no
credits, for many older youth new
to the country, PCA is the only
viable option to earn a high school
diploma.
2.We have a full-time, Spanishspeaking, outreach staff member
who works closely with ELL
students and parents who are
interested in enrolling. We provide
Spanish translators at orientation
events, and all letters home to
parents (including our student
handbook, report cards, etc.) are
translated for our Spanish-speaking
or French-speaking parents.

Demographic
Group: C.
Students
eligible for free
lunch; D.
Students
eligible for
reduced price
lunch

1. PCA saw a notable increase in
the number of limited Englishproficient students who enrolled
during 2012-2013. Within this
cohort, 63% were at least 18 years
of age at the start of the school year.
Of those students, five were class of
2012 graduates.

2. Our full-time, Spanish-speaking
outreach staffperson was actively
involved at all stages of recruitment
and engagement – from initial
outreach to orientation to attendance
calls. Mailings and calls to adult
supporters were conducted in
English and Spanish. Due to
population shifts from the year
before, our need for Frenchspeaking materials decreased and
were not utilized this school year.

3. We partner closely with ROCA
Inc., a youth drop-in center in
Chelsea, MA. ROCA regularly
works with recent immigrants, and
their staff members often refer
students to PCA.

3. PCA and Roca expanded their
partnership to include a closer
working relationship between
Healthy Families staff and clients
and PCA’s Student Support Team.
The majority of young people
served through Roca’s Healthy
Families Program are limited
English-proficient students.

4. We also work closely with and
receive referrals from Centro
Latino which is an organization
that serves Latinos and immigrants
in Chelsea and Boston.

4.

5. PCA has set as a goal to
maintain the percentage of students
deemed Limited English-proficient
at 12% for the 2011-2012 school
year.

5. PCA exceeded its goal by a large
margin in the 2011-2012 school
year, with 21.4% of enrolled
students deemed limited English
proficient.

1. Our target populations as
outlined by our charter typically
fall in socio-economically
disadvantaged categories;
particularly given the communities
we serve (Chelsea, Lynn, Revere,
and Everett). We offer the
following supports as we recruit
low income students:

1. All of the services outlined were
provided to students in need during
the 2011-2012 school year. In
addition, students were given access
to laundry on site to facilitate them
having clean, dry uniforms. The
Social Work department at PCA
was able to offer case management
support to students with unstable
housing on a short-term basis and
made referrals to community-based
supports to continue their housing
searches.

a. Transportation (Charlie cards)
to and from school
b. All necessary school supplies,
including binders, notebooks,
academic planners, and donated
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1. We have noticed an emerging
trend of attracting students to PCA
who have graduated in their home
country; with our advanced
competence in serving the learning
needs of Englsh Language Learners,
PCA will aim to create
individualized graduation plans for
these students to obtain college
acceptance in the US.

2. PCA has adopted a new, more
comprehensive approach to serving
this population in 2012-2013. The
responsibility of outreach to and
relationship building with nonEnglish speaking families will be
shared amongst a larger group of
teaching and non-teaching staff. We
also intend to be more purposeful in
our collaboration with our partners
who ambassador newly immigrated
students.

5. PCA will have a goal of serving
15% limited English-proficient
students in 2012-2013.

school uniforms
c. A way to earn additional
school uniforms at no cost
(including fleece outerwear)
through our school incentive
program
d. Access to community
resources, including homeless
shelters, food banks, and
housing support resources,
through our school social
workers
2. PCA has grown and maintains
active relationships with a number
of governmental organizations,
including the Department of
Children and Families, and the
Department of Youth Services. As
these organizations frequently deal
with children and families in
poverty, these relationships yield a
high number of referrals of students
who are eligible for free or reducedprice lunch.

Demographic
Group: E.
Students who
are subproficient

2. The Student Support Team
worked to retain students
experiencing homelessness through
close communication with DCF and
the Department of Transitional
Assistance. Additionally, intensive
case management was provided to
students released from jail to
support their community re-entry
and return to school.

3. PCA has grown and maintains
active relationships with a number
of community organizations that
work with at-risk youth as well. As
poverty is one of the criteria for
determining at-risk, referrals from
these organizations also are
frequently students who are eligible
for free or reduced-price lunch.

3. During this past school year,
PCA worked to strengthen
partnerships with community
organizations who serve the same
at-risk populations. These partners
were able to support retaining
students and will be a pipeline for
new low-income students.

4. PCA performs street outreach by
passing out flyers and speaking with
youth at high-traffic locations for
teenagers. These areas include
particular streets and neighborhoods
in Chelsea, Lynn, and Revere, fastfood restaurants, courts in Essex,
Suffolk, and Middlesex Counties,
and community organizations.

4. Recruitment efforts were
concentrated to collateral contacts
and word-of-mouth for the 20112012 school year. Partners included
agencies that do street outreach,
which fostered recruitment of
students who qualified for free
lunch. Additional, promotion
materials were left at juvenile
courts.

5. PCA has set as a goal to maintain
the percentage of students
qualifying for free or reduced-price
lunch at 85% for the 2011-2012
school year.
1. PCA actively recruits students
who are 2-3 years behind grade
level. This often comes with the
students our mission aims to serve;
those who are disconnected from
school or who have dropped out
for a period of time. Many of
these students are 18+ years of age
and still have not passed their

5. According to the DOE security
portal, 88% of students enrolled at
PCA are considered low income.
1. PCA was successful in recruiting
“mission students” this year. The
MCAS cohort grew to 65 students,
with every student receiving daily
tutoring in the quarters preceeding
the exam(s) they would be taking.
Of the students in the MCAS
cohort, 37% were at least 18 years
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2. PCA will continue to establish
efficient and effective relationships
with area Department of
Transitional Assistance offices in
order to connect qualifying students
to benefits (e.g. food stamps,
daycare vouchers, cash assistance,
emergency housing).

4. PCA will use street outreach as a
recruitment strategy during summer
2012. This outreach will include the
use of staff from agencies with
established credibility in their
community.

MCAS exam. With our
accelerated track to graduation, we
can offer these students intensive
daily MCAS preparation tutoring
in ELA, mathematics, and biology.
2. PCA requires that all applicants
have either successfully completed
their 8th grade course of studies or
that they tried at least twice. If a
student has tried 8th grade twice but
has failed to pass, we will enroll
that student as a 9th grader if they
are at least 14 years old.
3. PCA has a close relationship
with Wright Middle School in
Chelsea, and they will often refer
students who are behind in their
studies, who are at risk of dropping
out before high school, or who are
at risk of dropping out in a large
comprehensive high school.
4. PCA has established
relationships with other charter
middle schools (including Roxbury
Prep, Kipp Academy Lynn, and
Excel Academy) who refer
students who are academically
behind or who have scored in the
warning categories on the ELA or
math MCAS. We speak regularly
to alumni support advisors at these
schools.
5. PCA actively seeks to serve
older students, and students who
have either dropped out or left
other schools for disciplinary
reasons. These sub-groups tend to
also be behind academically due to
their disconnection from school.

old at the time of the test.

2. Fifty-five students entered PCA
not having attempted ninth grade.
Of those, 81.8% completed the year
at PCA.

3.

4. PCA continued to receive
referrals and check-in calls from
alumni support advisors at charter
middle schools in our catchment
area. Those advisors served as
advocates and emotional support for
alums who are PCA students that
have struggled to remain engaged in
school. Additionally, PCA forged a
new partnership with Neighborhood
Charter School as a recruitment and
retention partner.
5. Thirteen students were under the
age of 15 when the school year
began. While each student brings a
unique educational history, the
majority of PCA’s students
experienced disruptions to their
educational journey.
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Demographic
Group: F.
Students at risk
of dropping out
of school; G.
Students who
have dropped
out of school

1. PCA recognizes that those
students who are at-risk and those
who have dropped out are very
closely related and similarly
recruited and supported by our
school. Our mission specifically
aims to serve students who are
disconnected from schools in a
variety of ways which includes
those students who are at-risk of
dropping out and those who have
dropped out.

1. Engagement and retention at
PCA require innovation, dedication,
hope, and patience. To that end, all
staff are part of creating meaningful
relationships to keep students who
have been estranged from school
connected. Strategies such as
Attendance Transformation Team,
advisor phone calls and texts,
extracurricular activities. and
incentives for attendance are some
of the many ways PCA engaged
students at-risk for dropping out this
year.

2. Because the PCA enrollment
process occurs throughout the year,
we lend ourselves to youth who are
not in school or who are thinking
about leaving school during the
school year. We enroll and reenroll students at the start of each
academic quarter (5 times a year).

2. PCA continued its practice of
enrollment throughout the school
year, creating access to education
when a student is most in need or
ready to re-engage with school.
Through these multiple entry points,
94 students were able to integrate
into the PCA community after the
school year began.

3. PCA has close relationships with
DYS and DCF workers in the
Chelsea, Lynn, Revere, Everett, and
Boston communities, and work
closely with these workers, both in
support of our current students, and
in recruiting students. PCA
receives frequent referrals from
these organizations.

4. PCA has built and maintains an
active relationship with probation
officers and the court system, and
actively recruits in these
places. PCA posts flyers and
applications in the juvenile
probation offices in Lynn, Chelsea,
and Boston courts.

5. PCA has an open door policy
for students who may have had
disciplinary issues in past
schools. PCA admits students who
have been expelled from previous
schools as well. Due to this policy,
PCA has a growing reputation
among area schools as a place that
will accept students who have had
disciplinary difficulties, and thus
PCA has received many referrals
from area schools in which there is

3. Recognized as skilled at reaching
and teaching disengaged youth,
DYS and DCF staff continued to
bring their clients to PCA. Through
shared investment, PCA staff and
the students’ workers collaborate in
multiple ways during the school
year. Examples include: DCF
workers coming to orientation and
team meetings, social workers
having monthly contact with youth
specialists at DTA who administer
benefits to PCA student-parents,
and hosting care meetings for
students in the foster care system.
4. Greater effort was put into
relationships with probation officers
and lawyers in students’ lives. Our
Dean was a regular attender at
community meetings with law
enforcement where information is
shared about court-involved youth.
All of these collaborators were
updated when opportunities for reenrollment arose.

5. Several students came to PCA
with burned educational bridges this
year. Often these students are
referred for school-base support
through the Social Work
department; parents, probation
officers, or caring staff from former
schools most often facilitate these
students connecting to support staff
at PCA and help to rebuild students’
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not an explicit relationship formed
regarding students who have been
suspended or expelled from a
school.

trust and hope in the educational
system.

6. PCA has a close relationship
with several guidance counselors at
Revere High School, Chelsea High
School, and Wright Middle School
who refer youth who are struggling
academically or who are deemed
‘at risk’ by their current school.

6. Relationships with school
personnel at nearby schools
continue to help facilitate the
transition of a student at-risk in a
traditional public school to PCA.

7. We have constant contact with
ROCA, Inc. which is a youth dropin center in Chelsea. Because of its
services and function as a nonprofit, ROCA attracts many youth
who do not attend school and
refers prospective students to our
school.

Demographic
Group(s): H.
Other
subgroups of
students who
should be
targeted to
eliminate the
achievement
gap

1. PCA actively recruits parenting
or pregnant teens and provides the
necessary supports in order for
them to obtain educational success.
Currently, 13% of our school
population is parenting or
pregnant. We provide the
following services, all of which we
outline upon enrollment.
a. Daycare center on site, with
three full-time staff and two
part-time staff, focuses on the
development of their children
in the daycare and
education/support for parents

7. Roca and PCA found new ways
to collaborate in support of
disengaged youth this school year.
This included increased presence by
both organizations at events
targeting teen parents, forging
relationships with new Roca youth
workers, and the use of Roca circles
as an engagement tool.

7. In addition to the successes we
have had with existing Roca-PCA
connections, PCA should consider
the use of circles as a conflict
resolution tool for student issues.

1. PCA saw an increase in students
who were pregnant or parenting this
year. 20.3% of enrolled students
matriculated who had or were
expecting a child.

a. The daycare was staffed by three
full-time staff and additionally three
staff who had hours varying fulltime/part-time positions depending
on the childcare center enrollment.
Our peak enrollment times we had
eleven older toddler/preschool (24.5yrs) and sixteen infant/younger
toddler mix (1 month-2yr).
b.

b. Coordination with DCF and
the voucher programs and our
school to better support
pregnant/parenting youth.

c. Mandatory parenting shortblock class taught by
our Childcare Center Director

b. Several students were helped to
obtain daycare vouchers through the
social work department.
Improvements were made so that a
system for students who receive
vouchers were able to be processed
and turn in their paperwork in a
timely fashion.
c. Due to a change in PCA’s school
day schedule, short-block classes
were not offered this school year.
Instead, the daycare had several
social events to bring PCA parentscholars together, including:
getting-to-know-you breakfasts, a
field trip to a teen parent forum at
the state house, hosting a Raising a
Reader workshop, and several
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c.

PCA’s daycare staff and
social workers will be
working with their clients
to be informed about
changes to the attendance
policy which impacts their
daycare voucher. This
could have a significant,
positive impact on the
retention and attendance
of teen parents.
For 2012-2013, PCA
plans to have a specific
daily class for teen
parents focused on
literacy and nutritional
interventions with their
children.

holiday parent-children
celebrations.
d. Full-time social worker to
support youth who are
pregnant/parenting. We have
also established a maternity
leave program where new
parents have one point-person
at the school who calls on a
regular basis (as established
between liaison and new
parent). The liaison gathers all
work from teachers of the
student and coordinates getting
that work to the student as well
as handling any concerns the
student who is on maternity
leave has to the appropriate
person at school.

2. PCA coordinates with the WIC
program to support currently
enrolled students and also to
actively connect with youth who
need our support to complete their
high school education.
3. We also work closely with
several DCF workers who have
referred students who were
pregnant or parenting to our
school.

d. The maternity leave program
served eleven students who gave
birth this school year. For those
students with consistent attendance,
maternity leave meetings were held
with staff, student, adult supporter,
social worker, daycare director, and
liason to plan for the student’s
absence and continued school
involvement.

2. Daycare did not work with WIC
staff this school year.

3. Two new relationships with teen
living programs were forged this
year. Through Both of these
connections, a group of teen moms
new to PCA was able to be
transported and attend school this
year.

d.

An additional staffperson
has been hired to meet the
demand of pregnant
students needing
oversight and support as
they transition from
pregnant to parenting
scholars.

2. Some conversations were had
between WIC and PCA last year
that will lead to implementation
of having some nutrition lunches
or Fridays workshops for teen
parents this upcoming year.
3. Student support leaders will be
meeting with administrators of
these programs early in the new
school year to discuss each
parties’ objectives and see how to
set up teen parents for the best
likelihood of success at PCA and
in college.

Student Retention Goal
Goal for student retention (during SY2011-12)
(%)
Our annual goal is to increase student retention
rates by 10% over the 2011-12 school year.
Group
A. Special
Education

Actual student retention SY2011-12[1]
20.4%

Goal/Strategy
1. PCA staff build strong relationships with
students and adult supporters, and these
relationships form the backbone of our
retention activities. Students are placed in
advisories, and a student’s advisor serves as
their point person and advocate. Advisors call
home when a student is absent, work with the
student on any areas in which they are
struggling, and form a relationship that will be

Strategy Implementation Provide
evidence that each strategy was implemented
as described in the 2011-12 plan.
1. Special education students (academic support)
developed close relationships with all teachers.
Throughout the school year over 14,000 calls were
made to all students and adult supporters.
Additionally, state-mandated IEP meetings
provided a safe space for our academic support
staff to connect with their students and families.
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Proposed
strategy changes
(if applicable)
for SY12-13

necessary for the student to achieve success at
PCA. Advisors also communicate to parents
and adult supporters regarding how a student is
doing in school to bridge the gap between home
and school.
2. PCA has expanded the Student Support
Team to provide greater support and outreach
for struggling students. The team has grown
from one social worker to two social workers to
better support students with social or emotional
challenges, and to better connect students with
resources outside of school as
needed. Additionally, the team includes a
Retention and Intervention Specialist who will
conduct regular home visits to struggling
students, grow relationships with organizations
that are connected to our students outside of
PCA, and coordinate staff outreach to these
students. A Student Support Specialist will
work with students in-school who are
struggling to reach PCA expectations. This
team, overseen by the Dean of Students, will
provide comprehensive support for students and
families struggling to be successful at PCA.

2. PCA hired an additional full-time social worker
to join the FY11-12 staff. For our SPED students,
we had a Director of Academic support along with
an Academic Support Specialist who taught three
periods a day. These individuals served as a main
support structure for our special education students.

3. PCA will introduce two changes to the
academic curriculum for the 2011-2012 school
year designed to address specific student
academic deficits leading to student disengagement from school. These are:
1. A daily 30-minute silent sustained reading
period for all students. Across the entire
student population, reading ability and
reading habits are an inhibitor to success in
school, and this reading period will improve
students’ reading ability, making all students
more comfortable in literature classes, and
more likely to be successful.

1. All special education students participated in
PROPS, the school’s silent sustained reading
period.

2. Basic math skills course. Many students
arrive at PCA with significant skills deficits
in math, and a course designed for the
students furthest behind will help these
students be more successful in math
class. This success will re-engage these
students in school, leading to continued
success.

2. Special education students are included in the
regular classroom, and all classes have small class
sizes to ensure the most individualized education.
This is particularly true for math.

4. PCA will continue to offer extensive
academic support for struggling
students. Monday through Thursday, a drop-in
Homework Lab is available from 5:00-6:00
p.m. Staffed by full-time tutors (our Urban
Fellows), students have the opportunity to
receive individualized instruction and complete
their homework in a safe, nurturing
environment. Additionally, all PCA teachers
make themselves available before school, at
lunch, and after school for student support as
needed, and PCA teachers give out their cell
phone numbers to students to contact them if
they are struggling with homework or

4. All special education students are encouraged to
attend homework lab or seek help at various points
throughout the regular school day. The academic
support team met once weekly to discuss student
updates and create strategies for retention and
academic support.
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2. PCA’s
expansion of the
Student Support
Team continues in
2012-2013 with the
addition of another
Student Support
Specialist who will
staff the Student
Support Center and
provide case
management to
students who seek
out resources. The
Student Support
Team will be under
the supervision of
the Director of
Student Support
and will have a
total of seven staff.

classwork and need additional support.

B. Limited Englishproficient students

5. Every student enrolled for Session 1 will be
visited at home at some point during the
Session. The goals for this visit are to establish
a connection between home and school, to
familiarize the student and adult supporter(s)
with PCA’s structure and supports, and to
discuss student-specific challenges and goals
for the coming year. Home visit teams will be
comprised of an administrator, a teacher, and a
Phoenix Fellow.
1. Same as above (relationships)

2. Same as above (student supports)

3. Same as above (curricular changes)

5. All academic support students were visited
during the 11-12 school year during session 1.

1. Limited English Proficient (LEP) students
developed close relationships with all teachers.
Throughout the school year over 14,000 calls were
made to all students and adult supporters. Many
LEP students shared an advisory to create a
stronger sense of community and more specific
instruction.
2. PCA hired an additional full-time social worker
to join the FY11-12 staff. To better support our
LEP students, PCA created Newcomer Academy- a
gathering place for new immigrants to the country
and to PCA that speak little to no English. During
this 35 minute period students would develop basic
English skills and acclimate to American school
culture.
3. All LEP students participated in PROPS, the
school’s silent sustained reading period, or
Newcomer Academy (explained above). A special
PROPS section for LEP students was created to
better help these students progress in reading.
3. LEP students are included in the regular
classroom, and all classes have small class sizes to
ensure the most individualized education. This is
particularly true for math.

4. Same as above (HW lab and support)
4. All LEP students are encouraged to attend
homework lab or seek help at various points
throughout the regular school day. All teachers are
trained in working with an English Language
Learner population, so students can reach out to
any teacher for help.

C &D. Students
eligible for free or
reduced lunch

5. Same as above (home visits)
1. Same as above (relationships)

2. Same as above (student supports)
3. Same as above (curricular changes)

5. All ELL/LEP students were visited during the
11-12 school year during session 1.
1. Low income students developed close
relationships with all teachers. Throughout the
school year over 14,000 calls were made to all
students and adult supporters.
2. PCA hired an additional full-time social worker
to join the FY11-12 staff.
3. All low income students participated in PROPS,
the school’s silent sustained reading period.
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3. Low income students are included in the regular
classroom, and all classes have small class sizes to
ensure the most individualized education. This is
particularly true for math.

4. Same as above (HW lab and support)

5. Same as above (home visits)
E. Students who are
sub-proficient

1. Same as above (relationships)

2. Same as above (student supports)

3. Same as above (curricular changes)

4. Same as above (HW lab and support)

F. Students at risk of
dropping out, G.
Students who have
dropped out of
school

5. Same as above (home visits)
1. PCA staff build strong relationships with
students and adult supporters, and these
relationships form the backbone of our
retention activities. Students are placed in
advisories, and a student’s advisor serves as
their point person and advocate. Advisors call
home when a student is absent, work with the
student on any areas in which they are
struggling, and form a relationship that will be
necessary for the student to achieve success at
PCA. Advisors also communicate to parents
and adult supporters regarding how a student is
doing in school to bridge the gap between home
and school.
2. PCA has expanded the Student Support
Team to provide greater support and outreach
for struggling students. The team has grown
from one social worker to two social workers to
better support students with social or emotional

4. All low income students are encouraged to
attend homework lab or seek help at various points
throughout the regular school day.
5. All low income students were visited during the
11-12 school year during session 1.
1. Sub-Proficient students developed close
relationships with all teachers. Throughout the
school year over 14,000 calls were made to all
students and adult supporters. Additionally, statemandated IEP meetings provided a safe space for
our academic support staff to connect with their
students and families.
2. PCA hired an additional full-time social worker
to join the FY11-12 staff. Students preparing to
take the MCAS or those who did not pass the
MCAS previously worked with a tutor one-on-one
each day to prepare for the test.
3. All Sub-Proficient students participated in
PROPS, the school’s silent sustained reading
period.3. Sub-Proficient students are included in
the regular classroom, and all classes have small
class sizes to ensure the most individualized
education. This is particularly true for math.
4. All Sub-Proficient students are encouraged to
attend homework lab or seek help at various points
throughout the regular school day. PCA also offers
study skills tutoring for those students who need to
develop basic skills to excel in their rigorous
academic classes.
5. All Sub-Proficient students were visited during
the 11-12 school year during session 1.
1. Students at risk of dropping out developed
close relationships with all teachers. Throughout
the school year over 14,000 calls were made to all
students and adult supporters.
2. PCA hired an additional full-time social worker
to join the FY11-12 staff. The social worker works
particularly closely with those students that have
several risk factors for dropping out, and the work
that she does helps to keep these students in school.
The Retention and Intervention Specialist uses a
focused list of students to support in staying in
school.

3. The ATT continued to work closely with
students in SY11-12. Each day ATT students met
in a special advisory to discuss strategies for
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challenges, and to better connect students with
resources outside of school as
needed. Additionally, the team includes a
Retention and Intervention Specialist who will
conduct regular home visits to struggling
students, grow relationships with organizations
that are connected to our students outside of
PCA, and coordinate staff outreach to these
students. A Student Support Specialist will
work with students in-school who are
struggling to reach PCA expectations. This
team, overseen by the Dean of Students, will
provide comprehensive support for students and
families struggling to be successful at PCA.
3. PCA will continue its Attendance
Transformation Program begun during the
2010-2011 school year in which four full-time
fellows, led by the Retention and Intervention
Specialist, target 20 students struggling with
attendance and at-risk of dropping out of
school. The team conducts home visits in the
mornings and after school to check in with
students, work with parents and adult
supporters, and troubleshoot issues that prevent
students from attending school, including
motivational issues, academic difficulties,
scheduling court and other appointments,
establishing a morning routine, and navigating
transportation issues. The team also educates
students around the impact of absenteeism,
creates student investment in school, provides
incentives for attendance and achievement, and
creates a strong team cohort among the students
to support each other.
4. PCA will pilot a new class during the 20112012 school year geared towards students
having difficulty meeting the PCA
expectations. The course will be a 2-quarter
program centered around the Career Choices
curriculum, focusing on three questions – Who
am I, What do I want, and How do I get it? The
structure and expectations of PCA, and how to
be successful will be woven into the class, as
will a 13-session health course, with the goal of
successfully integrating sixty students through
the course of the year into PCA.

staying in school. ATT Fellows visited homes and
made daily phone calls or text messages to students
to ensure their regular attendance.

4. Career choices was taught each quarter of the
school year in two sections- one for males and one
for females. During the classes, students created
goals for their futures and developed paths to reach
those goals.

1. All students at risk of dropping out participated
in PROPS, the school’s silent sustained reading
period.

2. Students at risk of dropping out are included in
the regular classroom, and all classes have small
class sizes to ensure the most individualized
education. This is particularly true for math.

5. PCA will introduce two changes to the
academic curriculum for the 2011-2012 school
year designed to address specific student
academic deficits leading to student disengagement from school. These are:
1.
A daily 30-minute silent sustained
reading period for all students. Across the
entire student population, reading ability and
reading habits are an inhibitor to success in
school, and this reading period will improve
students’ reading ability, making all students
more comfortable in literature classes, and more
likely to be successful.

6. All students at risk of dropping out are
encouraged to attend homework lab or seek help at
various points throughout the regular school day.
PCA also offers study skills tutoring for those
students who need to develop basic skills to excel
in their rigorous academic classes.
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2.
Basic math skills course. Many students
arrive at PCA with significant skills deficits in
math, and a course designed for the students
furthest behind will help these students be more
successful in math class. This success will reengage these students in school, leading to
continued success.
6. PCA will continue to offer extensive
academic support for struggling
students. Monday through Thursday, a drop-in
Homework Lab is available from 5:00-6:00
p.m. Staffed by full-time tutors (our Urban
Fellows), students have the opportunity to
receive individualized instruction and complete
their homework in a safe, nurturing
environment. Additionally, all PCA teachers
make themselves available before school, at
lunch, and after school for student support as
needed, and PCA teachers give out their cell
phone numbers to students to contact them if
they are struggling with homework or
classwork and need additional support.

H. Other subgroups
of students who
should be targeted to
eliminate the
achievement gap

7. Every student enrolled for Session 1 will be
visited at home at some point during the
Session. The goals for this visit are to establish
a connection between home and school, to
familiarize the student and adult supporter(s)
with PCA’s structure and supports, and to
discuss student-specific challenges and goals
for the coming year. Home visit teams will be
comprised of an administrator, a teacher, and a
Phoenix Fellow.
1. Same as above (relationships)

7. All students at risk of dropping out were visited
during the 11-12 school year during session 1.

2. Same as above (student supports)
3. Same as above (curricular changes)
4. Same as above (HW lab and support)
5. Same as above (home visits)

II. Recruitment Plan- 2012-2013 Plans
A. Describe the school’s general recruitment activities, i.e. those intended to reach all students.
General Recruitment Activities
List recruitment activities undertaken each year which apply to all students.
1. PCA’s website provides a comprehensive and in-depth detailing of the school’s mission, academic program, student
supports, and unique school design. Applications for admission to the school are included in English and Spanish on both the
homepage and on the “Prospective Students” page.
2. PCA will be using new bilingual recruitment brochures and information sheets to reach out to potential students, adult
supporters, and community partners through in-person meetings and outreach.
3. PCA will offer potential students the opportunity to experience Phoenix prior to enrollment through visits and sitting in
classes.
4. PCA will have a presence in the communities we serve at community events such as health fairs, school re-engagement
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activities, and conferences for teen parents.

B. List the goals and strategies the school will implement during the upcoming school year to attract and enroll
specific groups of students in order to promote a student population that reflects the demographics of the
school’s sending district(s). Create specific goals and strategies for each of the following categories. Do not
repeat strategies. Each group should have its own specific and deliberate strategy:

Demographic Group:

Recruitment Plan – Goals and Strategies
List goals and strategies for recruitment activities for each demographic group.
PCA accepts all students, regardless of IEP status. When a student is identified as having an IEP or 504
plan upon enrollment, the Academic Support Office ensures that we have all necessary documentation from
sending school districts, and convenes a team meeting to ensure that a student’s academic schedule meets their
needs. At each new student orientation, an Academic Support staffperson will be present to meet with incoming
students with IEPs or 504 plans and their adult supporters to answer their questions and obtain additional
information to inform students’ placement in appropriate classes at PCA.

A. Special education students
PCA regularly receives referrals from other alternative schools or residential programs specializing in
students with emotional or behavioral disabilities.
PCA maintains active relationships with a number of community and health organizations that serve
students with emotional or behavioral disabilities, and frequently asks these partners for referrals.

Demographic Group:

B. Limited English-proficient
students

PCA will keep its goal to enroll 15% students served with an IEP or 504 plan. . We will set an additional
goal of retaining 85% of students with IEPs or 504s across at least two quarters for the 2012-2013 school year.
Our mission includes serving older students who are disconnected from school, which often includes
students who are new to the country and have limited English proficiency. As a charter school that actively recruits
older youth who have little or no credits, for many older youth new to the country, PCA is the only viable option to
earn a high school diploma.
PCA has adopted a new, more comprehensive approach to serving this population in 2012-2013. The
responsibility of outreach to and relationship building with non-English speaking families will be shared amongst a
larger group of teaching and non-teaching staff. We also intend to be more purposeful in our collaboration with our
partners who ambassador newly immigrated students. We provide Spanish translators at orientation events, and all
letters home to parents (including our student handbook, report cards, etc.) are translated for our Spanish-speaking
parents.
We partner closely with ROCA Inc., a youth drop-in center in Chelsea, MA. ROCA regularly works with
recent immigrants, and their staff members often refer students to PCA.
We have a planned collaboration with La Alianza Hispana this year to bring culturally-specific health
education to a select group of Latino students. Through this partnership, we will be able to create a new potential
referral source to reach limited English-proficient students for this school year.

Demographic Group:

PCA has set as a goal to increase the percentage of students deemed Limited English-proficient from 12%
to 15% for the 2012-2013 school year.
Our target populations as outlined by our charter typically fall in socio-economically disadvantaged
categories; particularly given the communities we serve (Chelsea, Lynn, Revere, and Everett). We offer the
following supports as we recruit low income students:
o Transportation (Charlie cards) to and from school

C. Students eligible for free
lunch

o All necessary school supplies, including binders, notebooks, academic planners, and donated school
uniforms
o A way to earn additional school uniforms at no cost (including fleece outerwear) through our school
incentive program
o Access to community resources, including homeless shelters, food banks, and housing support resources,
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through our school social workers
PCA has grown and maintains active relationships with a number of governmental organizations, including
the Department of Children and Families, and the Department of Transitional Assistance. As these organizations
frequently deal with children and families in poverty, these relationships yield a high number of referrals of
students who are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.
PCA has grown and maintains active relationships with a number of community organizations that work
with at-risk youth as well. As poverty is one of the criteria for determining at-risk, referrals from these
organizations also are frequently students who are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.

PCA will continue to utilize and grow a newly established relationship with a nonprofit social enterprise
that empowers economically-deprived youth who are in the foster care system, court involved, homeless, or
out of school by providing them income and vocational training while staying enrolled at PCA. After piloting
a partnership in 2011-2012 where two PCA students worked at their retail location and attended school fulltime, we hope to expand the number of students who can be served by both organizations in 2012-2013.
PCA performs street outreach by passing out flyers and speaking with youths at high-traffic locations for
teenagers. These areas include particularly streets and neighborhoods in Chelsea, Lynn, and Revere, as well courts
in Essex, Suffolk, and Middlesex Counties, and community organizations.
PCA has set as a goal to maintain the percentage of students qualifying for free or reduced-price lunch at
85% for the 2012-2013 school year.
Our target populations as outlined by our charter typically fall in socio-economically disadvantaged
categories; particularly given the communities we serve (Chelsea, Lynn, Revere, and Everett). We offer the
following supports as we recruit low income students:

Demographic Group:

o Transportation (Charlie cards) to and from school
o All necessary school supplies, including binders, notebooks, academic planners, and donated school
uniforms

D. Students eligible for
reduced price lunch

o A way to earn additional school uniforms at no cost (including fleece outerwear) through our school
incentive program
o Access to community resources, including homeless shelters, food banks, and housing support resources,
through our school social workers
resources, through our school social workers
PCA has grown and maintains active relationships with a number of governmental organizations, including
the Department of Children and Families, and the Department of Transitional Assistance. As these organizations
frequently deal with children and families in poverty, these relationships yield a high number of referrals of
students who are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.
PCA has grown and maintains active relationships with a number of community organizations that work
with at-risk youth as well. As poverty is one of the criteria for determining at-risk, referrals from these
organizations also are frequently students who are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.


PCA will continue to utilize and grow a newly established relationship with a nonprofit social enterprise that
empowers economically-deprived youth who are in the foster care system, court involved, homeless, or out of
school by providing them income and vocational training while staying enrolled at PCA. After piloting a
partnership in 2011-2012 where two PCA students worked at their retail location and attended school full-time, we
hope to expand the number of students who can be served by both organizations in 2012-2013.
PCA performs street outreach by passing out flyers and speaking with youths at high-traffic locations for
teenagers. These areas include particularly streets and neighborhoods in Chelsea, Lynn, and Revere, as well courts
in Essex, Suffolk, and Middlesex Counties, and community organizations.
PCA has set as a goal to maintain the percentage of students qualifying for free or reduced-price lunch at
85% for the 2012-2013 school year.
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Demographic Group:

PCA actively recruits students who are 2-3 years behind grade level. This often comes with the students our
mission aims to serve; those who are disconnected from school or who have dropped out for a period of
time. Many of these students are 18+ years of age and still have not passed their MCAS exam. With our
accelerated track to graduation, we can offer these students intensive daily MCAS preparation tutoring in ELA,
mathematics, and biology.

E. Students who are subproficient

PCA requires that all applicants have either successfully completed their 8th grade course of studies or that
they tried at least twice. If a student has tried 8th grade twice but has failed to pass, we will enroll that student as a
9th grader if they are at least 14 years old.
PCA has a close relationship with Wright and Brown Middle Schools in Chelsea, and they will often refer
students who are behind in their studies, who are at risk of dropping out before high school, or who are at risk of
dropping out in a large comprehensive high school.
PCA has established relationships with other charter middle schools (including Roxbury Prep, Kipp
Academy Lynn, Neighborhood Charter School, and Excel Academy) who refer students who are academically
behind or who have scored in the warning categories on the ELA or math MCAS. We will continue to speak
regularly to alumni support advisors at these schools.

Demographic Group:

F. Students at risk of
dropping out of school

PCA actively seeks to serve older students, and students who have either dropped out or left other schools
for disciplinary reasons. These sub-groups tend to also be behind academically due to their disconnection from
school.
PCA recognizes that those students who are at-risk and those who have dropped out are very closely related
and similarly recruited and supported by our school. Our mission specifically aims to serve students who are
disconnected from schools in a variety of ways which includes those students who are at-risk of dropping out and
those who have dropped out.
Because the PCA enrollment process occurs throughout the year, we lend ourselves to youth who are not in
school or who are thinking about leaving school during the school year. We enroll and re-enroll students at the start
of each academic quarter (5 times a year).
PCA has close relationships with DYS and DCF workers in the Chelsea, Lynn, Revere, Everett, and Boston
communities, and work closely with these workers, both in support of our current students, and in recruiting
students. PCA receives frequent referrals from these organizations.
PCA has built and maintains an active relationship with probation officers and the court system, and
actively recruits in these places. PCA posts flyers and applications in the juvenile probation offices in Lynn,
Chelsea, and Boston courts.
PCA has an open door policy for students who may have had disciplinary issues in past schools. PCA
admits students who have been expelled from previous schools as well. Due to this policy, PCA has a growing
reputation among area schools as a place that will accept students who have had disciplinary difficulties, and thus
PCA has received many referrals from area schools in which there is not an explicit relationship formed regarding
students who have been suspended or expelled from a school.
PCA has a close relationship with several guidance counselors at Revere High School, Chelsea High
School, and Wright Middle School who refer youth who are struggling academically or who are deemed ‘at risk’
by their current school.

Demographic Group:

G. Students who have
dropped out of school

We have constant contact with ROCA, Inc. which is a youth drop-in center in Chelsea. Because of its
services and function as a non-profit, ROCA attracts many youth who do not attend school and refers prospective
students to our school.
PCA recognizes that those students who are at-risk and those who have dropped out are very closely related
and similarly recruited and supported by our school. Our mission specifically aims to serve students who are
disconnected from schools in a variety of ways which includes those students who are at-risk of dropping out and
those who have dropped out.
Because the PCA enrollment process occurs throughout the year, we lend ourselves to youth who are not in
school or who are thinking about leaving school during the school year. We enroll and re-enroll students at the start
of each academic quarter (5 times a year).
PCA has close relationships with DYS and DCF workers in the Chelsea, Lynn, Revere, Everett, and Boston
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communities, and work closely with these workers, both in support of our current students, and in recruiting
students. PCA receives frequent referrals from these organizations.
PCA has built and maintains an active relationship with probation officers and the court system, and
actively recruits in these places. PCA posts flyers and applications in the juvenile probation offices in Lynn,
Chelsea, and Boston courts.
PCA has an open door policy for students who may have had disciplinary issues in past schools. PCA
admits students who have been expelled from previous schools as well. Due to this policy, PCA has a growing
reputation among area schools as a place that will accept students who have had disciplinary difficulties, and thus
PCA has received many referrals from area schools in which there is not an explicit relationship formed regarding
students who have been suspended or expelled from a school.
PCA has a close relationship with several guidance counselors at Revere High School, Chelsea High
School, and Wright Middle School who refer youth who are struggling academically or who are deemed ‘at risk’
by their current school.
We have constant contact with ROCA, Inc. which is a youth drop-in center in Chelsea. Because of its
services and function as a non-profit, ROCA attracts many youth who do not attend school and refers prospective
students to our school.
PCA actively recruits parenting or pregnant teens and provides the necessary supports in order for them to
obtain educational success. At the end of the 2011-2012 school year, 22.0% of our school population was parenting
or pregnant. We provide the following services, all of which we outline upon enrollment.

Demographic Group(s):

o Daycare center on site, with three full-time staff and three part-time staff, focuses on the development of
their children in the daycare and education/support for parents.
H. Other subgroups of
students who should be
targeted to eliminate the
achievement gap

o Coordination with DCF and the voucher programs and our school to better support pregnant/parenting youth.
o Parent-specific daily class focused on literacy and nutrition.
o Full-time worker to support youth who are pregnant/parenting. Continued use of maternity leaves where new
parents have one point-person at the school who calls on a regular basis (as established between liaison and new
parent). The liaison gathers all work from teachers of the student and coordinates getting that work to the student as
well as handling any concerns the student who is on maternity leave has to the appropriate person at school.
PCA will continue to pursue collaboration with a WIC program to support currently enrolled students and
also to actively connect with youth who need our support to complete their high school education.
We also work closely with several DCF workers and Healthy Families caseworkers who have referred
students who were pregnant or parenting to our school.

Overall Student Retention Goal
Annual goal for student retention
(percentage):

Retention Activity 1

Retention Activity 2

Our annual goal is to increase student retention rates by 10% over the 2011-12 school year.

Retention Plan Goals and Strategies -- List goals and strategies for retention activities
PCA staff build strong relationships with students and adult supporters, and these relationships form the
backbone of our retention activities. Students are placed in advisories, and a student’s advisor serves as
their point person and advocate. Advisors call home when a student is absent, work with the student on any
areas in which they are struggling, and form a relationship that will be necessary for the student to achieve
success at PCA. Advisors also communicate to parents and adult supporters regarding how a student is
doing in school to bridge the gap between home and school.
PCA has expanded the Student Support Team to provide greater support and outreach for struggling
students. The team has grown from one social worker to two social workers to better support students with
social or emotional challenges, and to better connect students with resources outside of school as
needed. Additionally, the team includes two Coordinators working to recruit, orient, and retain students;
these and all Student Support staff will conduct regular outreach to struggling students, grow relationships
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Retention Activity 3

Retention Activity 4

Retention Activity 5

with organizations that are connected to our students outside of PCA, and coordinate staff outreach to these
students. A Student Support Specialist will work with students in-school who are struggling to reach PCA
expectations. This team, overseen by the Director of Student support and the Dean of Students, will
provide comprehensive support for students and families struggling to be successful at PCA.
PCA will continue its Attendance Transformation Program begun during the 2010-2011 school year in
which four full-time fellows, led by the Support Coordinator, target 20 students struggling with attendance
and at-risk of dropping out of school. The team conducts home visits in the mornings and after school to
check in with students, work with parents and adult supporters, and troubleshoot issues that prevent
students from attending school, including motivational issues, academic difficulties, scheduling court and
other appointments, establishing a morning routine, and navigating transportation issues. The team also
educates students around the impact of absenteeism, creates student investment in school, provides
incentives for attendance and achievement, and creates a strong team cohort among the students to support
each other.
PCA will continue offering gender-specific life skills class piloted in a new class during the 2011-2012
school year geared towards students having difficulty meeting the PCA expectations. The course will be a
2-quarter program centered around the Career Choices curriculum, focusing on three questions – Who am
I, What do I want, and How do I get it? The structure and expectations of PCA, and how to be successful
will be woven into the class, as will a 13-session health course, with the goal of successfully integrating
sixty students through the course of the year into PCA.
PCA will build existing interventions for the 2012-2013 school year designed to address specific student
academic deficits leading to student dis-engagement from school. These are:
1.
A specialized section of PROPs will be added for PCA’s teen parents. This class will focus on
working with this population increase literacy activities between parent and child and incorporate a
nutrition-centric curriculum.

Retention Activity 6

V.

2.
Basic math skills course. Many students arrive at PCA with significant skills deficits in math, and a
course designed for the students furthest behind will help these students be more successful in math
class. This success will re-engage these students in school, leading to continued success.
PCA will continue to offer extensive academic support for struggling students. Monday through Thursday,
a drop-in Homework Lab is available from 5:00-6:00 p.m. Staffed by full-time tutors (our Urban Fellows),
students have the opportunity to receive individualized instruction and complete their homework in a safe,
nurturing environment. Additionally, all PCA teachers make themselves available before school, at lunch,
and after school for student support as needed, and PCA teachers give out their cell phone numbers to
students to contact them if they are struggling with homework or classwork and need additional support.

Dissemination and Sharing of Innovative Practices

This description should provide evidence that the school has provided models for replication and best practices to other
public schools in the district where the charter school is located and has collaborated with its sending district on the
sharing of innovative practices.
PCA currently has two partner districts:
Chelsea Public Schools (Chelsea REACH program): Chelsea REACH grew out of a special community planning
process to create a new resource in Chelsea that supports young people in graduating from high school with aspirations
and goals for the future. Chelsea REACH was designed as a partnership between the Chelsea Public Schools and local
community-based organizations and has also involved young people, parents, public officials and business leaders in its
development and oversight. REACH's six key components are: School Success/College Preparation, Career
Awareness/Preparation, Family Inclusion, Community Collaborations/Case Management, Leadership Development and
Staff Development, Healthy Living/Skills for Life. Students enrolled in Chelsea REACH are 7th-10th graders who have
been recommended by teachers or staff members. Most of them have multiple high-risk indicators (chronic truancy, poor
grades, or frequent behavioral issues). Several of the REACH middle schoolers attend the “alternative” middle school.
PCA has partnered with the REACH program for two years. Currently, eight Fellows provide approximately 125 students
with homework help from 5:00-6:00 pm Monday – Thursday. Each Fellow works with a group of 10-15 students,
providing academic skill building, homework help, and mentoring. In the past year, we have strengthened our partnership
by hiring a REACH tutoring coordinator (who collaborates with REACH staff and leaders), have implemented data
collection systems, and strengthened the sense of academic urgency.
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Revere Public Schools (Seacoast School): At the Seacoast School, the only alternative high school program in Revere,
four Fellows work with 10th graders who are preparing to take the MCAS. Fellows work one-on-two with students for 45
minutes twice a week. In the 2011-12 school year, Phoenix Fellows have served 21 students. In 2010-2011, no student
who received tutoring failed the MCAS. Seacoast student MCAS proficiency rates increased 34% in ELA and 18% in
math over the aggregated proficiency rates of the previous four years. Seacoast School went from being a Level 4 “atrisk” school to a Level 3 school, in large part because of the dramatic MCAS improvement least year. This school year at
Seacoast, Fellows are seeing similar successes with their students. Three of four students who took the MCAS retest in
the fall received passing scores.
In addition to the sharing of talent and best practices locally, PCA has been asked to run an in-district school in Lawrence,
MA to open in August 2012. Given the changing educational landscape in the city and the need for high-quality
alternative education options, Phoenix is joining the Lawrence Public School team to provide 125 more disconnected, outof-school youth the opportunity to graduate from high school and succeed in college.
Finally, PCA is in the application process to open another Commonwealth charter school in Springfield, MA in the fall of
2013. Phoenix has built a data-driven model that is replicable.

VI.

Data Section

INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
Total number of instructional days established in the school’s charter or subsequent amendments

190

Total number of instructional days for the 2011-12 school year

190
Aug 25
June 22
M-Th, 8 hours
F, 5 hours

First and last day of the 2011-12 school year
Length of school day (please note if schedule varies throughout the week or the year)

STUDENT ENROLLMENT INFORMATION:
Number of students who completed the 2010-11 school year but did not reenroll for the 2011-12
school year (excluding graduates)
Total number of students enrolled as of October 1, 2011

27
181

Total number of students who enrolled during the 2011-12 school year after October 1, 2011
Total number of students who left during the 2011-12
school year after October 1, 2011
Total number of students enrolled as of the June 30, 2012 SIMS submission

71

Number of students who graduated at the end of the 2011-12 school year

16

Number of students on the waitlist as of June 30, 2012

37

Reason for Departure
20- Transferred- In State Public
22- Transferred- Out of State
30- Dropped Out- Enrolled in non diploma granting adult education program
34- Dropped Out- Left due to employment
35- Dropped Out- plans unknown
36- Dropped Out- status or location unknown

60
168

Number of Students
26
3
3
1
18
1

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHIC AND SUBGROUP INFORMATION
(for students enrolled as of the June 2012 SIMS submission)
Race/Ethnicity

# of students
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% of entire student body

African-American

51

30%

Asian

2

1.5%

Hispanic

89

53%

Native American

1

0.5%

White

22

13%

Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander

1

0.5%

Multi-race, non-Hispanic

2

1.5%

Special education

28

17%

Limited English proficient

42

25%

Low income

133

78%

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER FOR THE 2011-12 SCHOOL YEAR
Title
Brief Job Description
Start date

Executive Director

School Leader

8/1/05

Principal

Instructional Leader

Deputy Executive
Director

Dean of Students and
Families

Manage internal and external academic
assessment, assist with instructional
and strategic areas of the school
Oversees graduation plans, preparing
students for college, and student issues
as necessary
Leader of student support services
department

7/1/10 (hired as fulltime teacher 7/1/07)
7/1/10 (hired as fulltime teacher 8/1/06)

Director of Finance and
Operations

Oversees facility and day to day school
operations

Phoenix AmeriCorps
Urban Fellow Program
Manager

Oversees the Phoenix AmeriCorps
Urban Fellow Program

Assistant Principal

End date (if no longer
employed at the
school)

7/1/10 (hired as fulltime teacher 7/1/07)

6/30/12

7/1/10

6/30/12

7/1/11 (hired as front
office coordinator
12/1/07)

TEACHERS AND STAFF ATTRITION FOR THE 2011-12 SCHOOL YEAR
Number as of the last day of
Departures during the 2011- Departures at the end of the
the 2011-12 school year
12 school year
school year
Teachers
16
0
3*
Other Staff
16
0
5**
* One teacher left to work in school administration. One teacher now works as an administrator at the Phoenix Network. One teacher
now works as an administrator at Phoenix Academy Lawrence.
** Two staff moved out of state. One staff now works as an administrator as Phoenix Academy Lawrence. One staff works at a
different charter school. One staff left for personal reasons.
BOARD MEMBERS FOR THE 2011-12 SCHOOL YEAR
Name
Position on the
Committee
Board
affiliation(s)
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Area of expertise
and/or additional
role at school
(parent, staff
member, etc.)

- Number of terms
served
- Length of each term,
including date of
election and
expiration

Mr. Nicholas Hofer

Board Chair

Strategic Planning
Committee,
Governance
Committee
Development
Committee
Strategic Planning
Committee

Business and
Finance

2 terms
2/12/05 to present

Mr. Neil S. Cohen

Trustee

Legal

1 term
5/21/08 to present
2 terms
8/30/07 to present

Mrs. Colette L.
Stanzler

Trustee

Mr. Greg Susco

Trustee

Insurance

2 terms
1/1/07 to present

Fundraising

Treasurer

Strategic Planning
Committee,
Development
Committee
Development
Committee
Finance Committee

Mrs. Joan O.
Gallant
Mr. Patrick
Monkiewicz
Ms. Beth Anderson

Trustee

Ex-Officio

All Committees

Education

Mr. Devin Sullivan

Trustee

Real Estate

Mr. Jeff Meaney

Trustee

Mr. Nate Wolfson

Trustee

Development
Committee
Governance
Committee
Development
Committee

1 terms
6/27/08 to present
1 term
6/11/09 to present
2 terms
2/12/05 to present
1 term
11/30/10 to present
1 term
11/30/10 to present
In 1st term
1/1/12 to present
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Non-profit
organizations

Business

Business
Web Marketing and
Development

VII. Financial Documents and Attachments
Unaudited FY11 Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets (Income Statement)

Phoenix Charter Academy
Profit & Loss
July 2011 - June 2012
Total
Income
4100 Tuition

2,261,110.00

4150 Federal and State Entitlements and Grants

338,864.48

4200 Fundraising and Grants

140,092.73

4300 Student fees

8,600.54

4400 Americorps

224,031.70

4410 Tutoring- Chelsea

20,000.04

4500 Nutrition Income

21,886.34

4900 Other Income

89,071.94

Total Income

$3,103,657.77

Gross Profit

$3,103,657.77

Expenses
5000 Salaries, Benefits, and Taxes

2,125,715.48

6000 Student Services

69,898.12

6400 Nutrition Services

39,743.31

6500 Instructional Services

128,917.93

7000 Facilities and Equipment

480,573.88

8000 Operations

173,799.39

8900 Special Programs- Urban Fellows
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Net Income

88,498.51
$3,107,146.62
-$
3,488.85
-$
3,488.85

Wednesday, Jul 11, 2012 11:48:15 AM GMT-4 - Accrual Basis
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Phoenix Charter Academy
Balance Sheet
As of June 30, 2012
Total
ASSETS
Current Assets
Bank Accounts
1000 Sovereign Bank (deleted)

0.00

1001 Petty Cash

930.16

1002 Boston Private Checking *0490

531,860.91

1003 Money Market Savings Account

194,457.53

1004 Sweep Account (deleted)

0.00

1005 Debit Cash

4,827.71

1005 Old Sovereign Bank - NSP (deleted)

0.00

1006 Paypal

0.00

1007 CD (deleted)

0.00

1008 30 day CD 17635 (deleted)

0.00

1009 45 day CD 17636 (deleted)

0.00

Total Bank Accounts

$ 732,076.31

Accounts Receivable
1100 Accounts receivable
Total Accounts Receivable

8,292.50
$

8,292.50

Other Current Assets
1015 Undeposited Funds

0.00

1105 Tuition Receivable

0.00

1110 Grants receivable - State

0.00

1120 Grants receivable - Federal

76,245.06

1125 Other Receivable- Nutrition

5,000.00

1130 Grants receivable - Private
1135 Other Receivables- Americorps
1136 Other Rec.- Amer. Day of Service

0.00
69,325.70
0.00

1140 Other Rec.- Chelsea

5,250.04

1150 Medicaid Receivable

0.00

1155 Receivables- Daycare
1160 Due from Clark Landlord (deleted)
1180 Due from Foundation
1190 Due From Lawrence

4,728.00
0.00
3,686.85
869.00

1200 Advances

3,780.68

1300 Prepaid expenses

8,600.00

1310 Prepaid Expenses- Insurance

7,382.13

1405 Prepaid Rent- Nichols
1410 Prepaid Rent
Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

0.00
32,450.00
$ 217,317.46
$ 957,686.27

Fixed Assets
1520 Building Improvements

0.00

1530 Leasehold improvements- Clark

0.00
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1535 Leasehold Improvements- 190 Nichols

408,012.19

1538 Leasehold Improvements-Rectory

42,709.65

1540 Furniture

77,121.40

1550 Equipment

75,544.42

1560 Computers

194,771.20

1570 Vehicles- Van

16,101.00

1600 Accumulated depreciation
Total Fixed Assets

-424,567.00
$ 389,692.86

Other Assets
1910 Loan Closing Fees
Total Other Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

0.00
$

0.00

$1,347,379.13

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
2000 Accounts payable
Total Accounts Payable

27,594.64
$

27,594.64

Other Current Liabilities
2010 Accounts Payable- Other

0.00

2040 MTRS Payable

21,220.22

2050 Employee Benefits 403b

2,860.72

2060 OBRA Payable

4,343.81

2100 Accrued Expenses

142,067.29

2200 Deferred Income

43,752.00

2410 Notes Payable- short term
Total Other Current Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities

0.00
$ 214,244.04
$ 241,838.68

Long-Term Liabilities
2610 Notes Payable - long term
Total Long-Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities

0.00
$

0.00

$ 241,838.68

Equity
3010 Unrestrict (retained earnings)

720,551.23

3100 Investment in Fixed Assets

388,478.07

3200 Temporary restricted net assets

0.00

Net Income
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

-3,488.85
$1,105,540.45
$1,347,379.13

Wednesday, Jul 11, 2012 11:51:26 AM GMT-4 - Accrual Basis
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FY13 School Budget
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FY 2013 Capital Plan
PCA has already spent a considerable amount of time and resources preparing our space for its current use. In
August of 2008, we spent approximately $350,000 renovating the space for use as a high school. In 2009, we
added a science lab to the building. In the summer of 2010 we converted one classroom into four offices to
accommodate counseling and office needs of the expanded staff. In summer 2011 we implemented a full
$20,000 audio visual system in our auditorium. This summer we are using our $50,000 renovation budget to
transform a classroom into a fully-stocked teacher’s room and add in windows into two offices on the first floor.
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Phoenix Charter Academy Bullying Prevention and Intervention Policy
1. DESCRIBING AND PROHIBITING
PCA defines “Bullying” as the repeated use by one or more students of a written, verbal or electronic expression or a
physical act or gesture or any combination thereof, directed at a victim that: (i) causes physical or emotional harm to the
victim or damage to the victim’s property; (ii) places the victim in reasonable fear of harm to himself or of damage to his
property; (iii) creates a hostile environment at school for the victim; (iv) infringes on the rights of the victim at school; or
(v) materially and substantially disrupts the education process or the orderly operation of a school. For the purposes of this
section, bullying shall include cyber-bullying”: “Cyber-bullying”, bullying through the use of technology or any
electronic communication, which shall include, but shall not be limited to, any transfer of signs, signals, writing, images,
sounds, data or intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photo
electronic or photo optical system, including, but not limited to, electronic mail, internet communications, instant
messages or facsimile communications. Cyber-bullying shall also include (i) the creation of a web page or blog in which
the creator assumes the identity of another person or (ii) the knowing impersonation of another person as the author of
posted content or messages, if the creation or impersonation creates any of the conditions enumerated in clauses (i) to (v),
inclusive, of the definition of bullying. Cyber-bullying shall also include the distribution by electronic means of a
communication to more than one person or the posting of material on an electronic medium that may be accessed by one
or more persons, if the distribution or posting creates any of the conditions enumerated in clauses (i) to (v), inclusive, of
the definition of bullying.
Students who participate in bullying will immediately receive consequences perhaps as severe as suspension.
All bullying is prohibited. This includes and is not limited to retaliation for bullying or for after disclosure of bullying
by target. Cyberbullying of all types (as defined above) is also prohibited.
Retaliation of bullying or of victims who report bullying is also prohibited and will result in sever deisciplinary
action. Retaliation is defined as “getting back” at any student for a perceived wrong. This includes any type of
aggression or cyber response to an action by another student.
2. REPORTING PROCEDURES
Reports received by Staff:
All accusations of bullying will be taken seriously. First, a formal report will be logged in Powerschool by staff
member. Further, all reports will be cc’d to Dean of Students and Principal.
Second, the parent or adult supporter of the victim and accused bully will be notified by the Principal and/or the
Dean of Students.
For retaliatory behavior, the same procedures are to be followed:
 Make record of report in Powerschool
 Cc Dean of Students or Principal
 Dean of Students or Principal will then follow up with parents of both victim and accused and begin investigation
(see below)
Reports received by Parents:
First, parents should call the Dean of Students or Principal to report bullying.
Parents can also disclose to another staff member who will notify the Dean of Students or Principal. Any staff member
who receives such a report will be asked to record the report in Powerschool
For retaliatory behavior, the same procedures are to be followed:
 Report to Dean, Principal or teacher
 Make record of report in Powerschool
 Cc Dean of Students or Principal
 Dean of Students or Principal will then follow up with parents of both victim and accused and begin investigation
(see below)
To make an anonymous report of either bullying or retaliation, parents can leave a message at the Principal’s voicemail
at 617 889 3100 ext. 135 or the Dean of Student’s voicemail at 617 889 3100 ext. 120.
Reports received by or shared by students
Students will be given confidential space to confide or share what they know or have experienced. After a disclosure, the
above protocols will be followed, beginning with reporting to Dean of Students/Principal.
To make an anonymous report of either bullying or retaliation, students can leave a message at the Principal’s voicemail
at 617 889 3100 ext 135 or the Dean of Student’s voicemail at 617 889 3100 ext. 120.
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3. INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES
After receiving any reports of bullying and or retaliation, the principal and/or Dean of Students will begin an investigation
in the following ways:
 Interview each party (accused and victim) and take written statements
 After said interview, make a report in Powerschool under each student’s account
 Call each adult supporter to share information gleaned in interview
 Meet and make decisions as to evidence of bullying. If proper evidence shows that there is evidence of an
“unsafe environment”, disciplinary procedures will begin
4. DISCIPLINARY ACTION AND PROTECTION OF TARGET AND OTHERS
Discipline:
The consequences for bullying or retaliation may include suspension and detention as well as other forms of
reparation to the community. Upon re-entry to school the student (aggressor) must then sign a contract committing to
ceasing all similar types of behavior.
When appropriate and necessary, parents and adult supporters will be notified of their right to contact local Police
and file formal complaints. All parents will be informed of their right to pursue criminal charges when appropriate
through the Chelsea and Everett Police Departments. Additionally, the school reserves the right to file charges against
a student who endangers the school community.
Prevention:
In order to prevent further acts of bullying, all parents and adult supporters of students accused or targeted in
bullying will be asked to reread the bullying policies and protocols of PCA. Next, parents will be given weekly
updates as to student’s behavior by the advisor through a check-in phone call. Further, the Dean of Students will
build in Advisory lesson plans that target prevention for the entire school population.
Safety of Target and others:
To ensure the safety of the target, PCA will provide a safety plan meeting with an adult supporter and the target.
At this meeting, a strategy will be put in place to provide a safe place for the target to go (physically) and report
(verbally or in written form) any incident that continues to threaten his/her safety.
Further, all targets will be provided an opportunity to meet with the Academy Social Worker after reporting bullying.
She will determine if other case management needs are evident.
In an effort to maintain the safety of all students who report bullying, anonymous reporting systems are in place.
Further, all students who feel threatened or triggered by bullying or harassment can request a meeting with the Dean
of Students and/or Social Worker.
Students who report feeling unsafe because of:
 Reporting bullying/retaliation
 Providing information to help an investigation of bullying/retaliation
 Witnessing an act of bullying/retaliation
Will all be given the above opportunities. Further, their parents/ adult supporters will be called and all parties will be
invited to a meeting.
Students at PCA have the benefit of being able to leave class and visit the Student Support Center whenever issues
(inside or out of school) are preventing their learning. These types of “breaks” from class will be extended to all
parties who fit the above description.
5. FALSE ACCUSATIONS AND RETALIATION
PCA students will be informed at the beginning of every quarter of the consequences for making a false
accusation of bullying or retaliation. As stated in the PCA Student Handbook, any student who knowingly makes a
false accusation of bullying is subject to suspension from school for up to three days, depending upon the incident.
The Principal and Dean of Students will follow regular suspension procedures. Upon return, the student must bring a
parent or other guardian to discuss the false accusation and apologize to the person or parties accused. The
suspension will be listed on the student’s permanent record.
Phoenix Charter Academy views retaliation against a target for disclosure, another and more egregious incident of
bullying. Therefore, students who retaliate in any way towards a target during or after an investigation of bullying are
subject to consequences including suspension or possibly expulsion from school, depending upon the severity of the
incident.
6. SUPPORT SERVICES
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Phoenix Charter Academy takes seriously its responsibility to all who are affected by a bullying incident
including the targeted student(s), the aggressor student(s) and the appropriate family members of involved student.
Currently, we have one Dean of Students, one full time social worker, one part time mental health counselor, a
counseling intern and two case management staff that work with individual students on socio-emotional needs,
depending upon the incident.
The targeted student will receive counseling from the school social worker and support from the Dean of Student as
the incident is resolved and afterwards, for as long as the student needs. If the parent prefers an outside agency, PCA
will make arrangements for the student to see a counselor or therapist at a neighboring agency. We currently have
partnerships with three counseling agencies.
Aggressor students, after facing school consequences, may need to also see the school counselor or an outside
counselor, depending upon the severity of the incident. The Student Support Team and the families of all interested
parties will have input into this decision but ultimately the Dean of Students, Principal and school social worker will
make a plan to keep the involved students and the school community safe.
The school social worker and other support staff will also offer short term counseling services to any parent or
guardian and any appropriate family members that need support around a particular bullying incident.
The Dean of Students will call and check in with parents of both targeted and aggressor students at least two weeks
after an issue is resolved in order to see how both families are feeling about school safety and support at school.
7. PROTECTION OF ALL STUDENTS
All Phoenix Charter Academy students have a right and expectation of the protections and supports listed above
regardless of status including race, age, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, physical, emotional or
mental ability, or educational or academic ability.
8. PCA STAFF TRAINING/ PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ON BULLYING PROCEDURES AND
PREVENTION
Professional development plan:
Teachers and staff will all read approved plan and attend training of all information outlined below. This training
will occur two times a year:
 Once at the Summer Institute (mandatory training for all staf)
 Once during the school year at weekly Professional Development meetings
Further, teachers will be encouraged to attend the Parent Advisory Council meetings that are focused on bullying and
retaliation prevention.
Procedures: Your Job (as Staff Member)
1. Notice as much as possible, listen to students and take ALL complaints seriously
2. Report every accusation of bullying to:
a. Powerschool- Under EACH students name (alleged victim and alleged bully)- Copy the
Powerschool report in an email to BOTH Danny Clark and Sarah Miller
b. Danny Clark (Dean of Students) and Sarah Miller (Principal)
c. Victim’s parent- explain disclosure and to whom you’ve spoken. This call should be made the same
day of the disclosure/accusation). Do not use the word “bullying” in the call, just explain the
accusation and that the dean and principal have been notified.
3. Report all things that look suspicious to you (again, both in Powerschool and to the dean and principal).
4. Follow up with student (accuser) everyday, be an ally.
Strategies and Interventions for Stopping/intervening with Bullying:
PCA has 3 advisory sessions a week which include targeted lessons on bullying and the prevention of bullying.
Each teacher is also an advisor and takes part in this type of training. Staff are encouraged to report all suspicion of
bullying in both powerschool and to the Dean of Students/Principal.
Information on defining bullying:
At PCA, bullying includes any or all threatening behavior and may be something small or simple. The following
are examples of bullying:
 Forcing someone to move a chair or take a seat
 Demanding homework or other school work
 Using physically threatening postures to impose upon another’s personal space
 Writing demeaning things or saying demeaning things about another student repeatedly
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Any action that involves a more powerful person (power not in physical strength only but also in social status or
in other arenas) and a target is bullying. Teachers will be trained specifically using information about the complex
interactions and power differential among aggressors, targest and witnesses IF YOU SUSPECT, REPORT!
Students who are at HIGH RISK of being bullied:
The following students might be at higher risk than others for being bullied:
 Students who are not fluent in English or are new to the United States
 Students who are perceived as lower skilled by other students or students who struggle academically
 Students who stand out for any reason such as (but not limited to) their sexual orientation or behavior
Cyberbullying:
Students can be victims of cyberbullying as well as physical/verbal bullying. This is usually done via internet
(Facebook, Myspace, etc) but can also be done via cell phone. Our students use cell phones and texting in massive
amounts and can receive threats or demeaning messages this way. Students participating in this or reporting this will
be treated as outlined above.
Due to the nature of cyberbullying, it is IMPERATIVE that all classrooms remain “Facebook Free”. Students
who are not doing coursework on the computers during class time should be sent immediately to the SSC for
disciplinary action. Further, all students must turn in cell phones if caught using them during the school day. This is
type of negative interaction is part of the reason for our zero tolerance policy here.
9. PARENT/ADULT SUPPORTER INFORMATION:
Bullying protocols and procedures will be an ongoing topic during Parent Advisory Council meetings. These
meeting occur quarterly. Parents and adult supporters will be trained on the nuances of bullying and the important
role technology plays in bullying and victimizing students.
Parent component of bullying and intervention curriculum will be sent home annually.
This training will be run by the Principal and Dean of Students and will include the following:
 Defining bullying of all types
 Dynamics of bullying
 The internet and cyberbullying and online safety
 Bullying prevention
 Communicating with PCA staff and reporting incidents to PCA staff
 Reinforcing PCA’s prevention plans at home (all training materials will also be mailed home)
To help with reinforcement of Advisory lesson plans, all advisors will be checking in with parents and adult
supporters to answer questions about PCA’s prevention plans.
Further, since parents are integral to the re integration and rehabilitation of both targets and accused, they will be
communicated with regularly through the advisor. PCA will respond to questions and concerns of parents as they
develop.
All parents will receive a copy of approved bullying plans via mail.
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Phoenix Charter Academy Organizational Chart 2011-2012
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